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ABSTRACT
Eating disorders have emerged over the last decadeas a serious health and
socialproblem. The challenge in understandingthe developmentalprocesses for
eating disorders is in movingpast thestrangeand fascinating behaviour. The
literature points to three constellationsof factors as significantin the emergence
of eating disorders. These are: socio-cultural norms andexpectations, family
composition andrelationships, and personal characteristics.
This study exploresthree women's experiences with theemergence and
treatment of an eating disorder. The study examines. through the medium of
in-depthpersonalhistories, the life and treatmentexperiences of womenwho
had been diagnosed as havinganorexia nervosa. bulimia aervosa, or both.
The data analysis attempts to bring together the collective wisdomof the
existingliteratureand the information providedby thewomeninthisstudy.
Therewas a greatdeal of consistencybetween the participant's stories with
respect to their obsessions andrituals related tobodyshape,weight, and
control of eating. The analysis revealedthat theeatingdisorderis symbolic of
moredeep-seatedemotional problems. Familyexperiences and socio-cultural
pressures towardsthinness werealso seenas significantfactors.
These issuesare further analyzed to developan understanding of the role of
social work in the treatmentof eatingdisorders. Considerationis given to the
directions indicated for the development of early intervention strategies.
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"Andso the younganorexicwascaughtina cruel trap. She refusedto eat in
order 10preserveher personalidentity,but in order to preserveher life shehad
to eat,andthis sheexperienced as anact of self betrayal... ..
HildeBruch
(ascited in Selevini-PaIauoli,l974,p. 65)
INTROOUCTION
Eating is essential to tife. Eating is alsoa ritual that has meaning beyond
meetinga physical need and is associated withcomfort, caringandsocializing.
Feeding is in fact the first formof contact between a parentand a child, and is
viewedas integral to the developmentof their emotional bonds.
Disorderedeating, such as anorexianervosaandbulimianervosa,has emerged
over thepast decadeas both a serioushealthandsocial problem. Female
adolescents appear to be mostvulnerableto developingeatingdisorders. At a
timewhenmanynaturalbodychangesare occurring,adolescentswitheating
disorders becometotally focused on body size. Theyappearto connect
self-worthto a regimented and oftendestructivecontrol of eating. Given the
many changesthat are seen as normalduring adolescence,the ritualsof eating
disorderscan be easilymissedor overlooked by familiesand professionals.
Participation in the treatmentof eatingdisorderspresents a uniquechallengeto
the socialwork profession. Thedebilitating, seemingly self-imposed, and
potentiallylife threateningnatureof anorexiaand bulimia,often leave the
socialworker feeling tremendously inadequate. However theprofession's
strengthlies in working with individualsin the contextof their family and
community. If anorexia and bulimiaare viewed asrepresenting an inadequate
copingmechanism in the contextof a dysfunctional family, then social work
intervention shouldbe seenas integralto treatment. Given this, an increased
understanding of eatingdisordersfroma socialworkperspective is necessary
to providemore meaningful intervention.
This studyis concernedwithexamining the factorsthatare associatedwith the
development of eatingdisorders. It is qualitative in natureand willexplorethe
lifeexperiences and perceptions of women withan eatingdisorder. This
enrichedunderstanding of theclient's perceptions of the developmental process
foranorexiaandbulimia, will enable social workers to be betterequippedto
detecttheseconditions and intervenemore effectively.
The issues to beaddressedare:
The specific individual, family, and soclc-cultural factors associated with
the development of anorexia and bulimia,
The activities, behaviours and family conditions that are associated the
development of anorexia and bulimia.
The individual's perceptions of thedevelopment and treatment of her eating
disorder.
Theseissues will be further analyzedto develop an understandingof the role of
social work in the treatmentof eating disorders. Consideration willbe given to
thedirections indicatedfor thedevelopment of .:arly interventionstrategies.
Problem Statement
This study explores eating disorders and the factorsassociated with their
development. Anorexia nervcsa and bulimia nervosa wilt beof primary
interest. They represent twoof the four diagnosticcategories of eating
disorders presented in the Diagnosticand StatisticalManual/or Menial
Disorders (DSMIII - R). The other twocategoriesare pica and rumination.
Pica is persistent eatingof nonnulritive substancesand is $CCtI primarily in
chi ldhood. Ruminationis persistent chewingand is seenprimarilyin infancy.
(Goldman, 1988) .
The DSM m 4 R is therocognizedstandard for psychiatricd iagnosis in North
America. Acco rd ing IDGoldman(1988) theDSM m~ R diagnosticcriteriafor
anorexianervosaare:
I . Refusalto maintain body weight with resulting weightloss betow IS% of
normalfor age andheight.
2. An intensefear of gainingweight and becoming fat.
3. A disturbance in the perceptionof body sizeandshape.
4. In females, missio~ alleast threeconsecutive menstrual cycles, for which
there is nootherorganic cause.
The diagnosticcri teria for bulimia nervosaare:
I. Recurrentepisodes of binge eating, which is describedaJ rapid
consumption of foodin a discreteperiod of time.
2. A minimumaverage of two binge episodes a week, for at leastthree months.
3. A feelingof beingoutof control whenovereatingduring a binging episode.
4. Regularly engaging in either self-induced vomiting, use of laxatives or
diuretics, strict dieting, fasting or vigorousexerciseto lose weight.
5. Persistentoverconcern with bodyweightandshape. (Goldman, 1988)
Elementsof anorexia and bulimia nervosa seem closelyrelateddespite the
separatediagnosticcategories; for example bothdemonstrate:an overconc:em
with bodysbe , food and weight. Furthermore studieshaveshown that thereiJ
orten overlap between thetwodisorders. The mostcommonpresentation is the
development of bulimia nervosa fo1lo".ving anestablishedanorexic period.
Caspeo,Eckert, Halmi, Goldberg, and Davis (1980) (as cited in Oarke, Parr
and Castelli. 1988) revealedthat 415 of theanorexicsthey studied became
bulimic. However the converse hasnot been found. It is rare for anorexia to
be secondary10bulimia nervosa.
This suggeststhat there may be commonissues in the developmental processes
for anorexiaand bulimia nervosa. This is most evident in the socio-cultural
and family issues, which are particularly significant to a social work
perspective. In this study the issues related to the developmentof both
anorexiaand bulimianervosa will beexamined. This choice bowev-r , is not
intended to diminish the workof recentauthors who haveest.1blished bulimia
nervosa as a unique clinicalentity. (Root et at., 1986; Pope!t Hudson, 1984)
Since theexploration of theseissues may conceivably be directedtowards
enhancing early interventionor towards enhancing prevention, it is important to
establisha focus of study. The literature reviewed doesnot rddress the
efficacy of either direction. The literature primarily focuses XIdlscussicnof
incidencerates for eating disorders, clinical symptoms and treatments, and the
impressionsof clinicians (Bruch, 1978: Emmett, 1985: Lachenmeyer&.
Mti~i-Brander, 1988; Liebman, Sargent & Silver, 1983; Root, Falon and
Freiderich, 1986).
Whileone is drawnto theprevention direction,a focusOQ early intervention
maybemore~ful consideringNewfoondland anditsneeds. ibisconctusaon
is based on a recognition that thereis littlegenttal awareness of eating
disordersin Newfoundland. Inaddition, thereis 00 recognized treatment
centrewithin the Province. Treatmentintervention appearsto befragmented
and is primarily offeredby professionals who have devdopcda special in~
in eatingdisorders. The prtsefllievel of service development in Ne\li1foundland
suggestsa needfor the enhancementof strategiesforearlyintervention rather
than prevention.
Anorexiaandbulimia nervosaareviewedas multi-determinedconditions.
Threefactorsareseenas mostsignificant in the developmentof anorexia and
bulimia nervosa. Theseare: (a) socio-cultural norms, (b) family composition
and relationships, and (c) personalcharacteristics (Bruch, 1978; EmmeU,198S;
Gamer, Garfmkel,Schwaru & Thompson, 1980; Kincy, 1984; Kog&
Vancle~ben, 1985; Lachcnmcyer & Muni-Brander, IS88; LiebllWlet al,
1983; Minuchin & Baker, 1978; Rootetal, 1986; Selevini·PaIano1i, 1974).
Since this study is intended toenhance theunderstanding oreating l:!isorders
from a socialworkperspective, which aspreviously identified focuseson the
individualand family in the centeat of a community, the association of each of
these threefactorswillbeexamined.
A finalconsideration is the relevance of thiskindof study. The life
threatening anddebilitating natureof eatingdisorders. formsa convincing
motivationfor further investigation. However criticismhas beenraisedthat
anorexiaand bulimia nervosa onlyaffecta proportionatelysmall number of
people and thatresearchefforts maybe better directed towardstreatmentof,
for example,obesity (Brone and Fisher, 1988).
Two factors that serve todispel this criticismare:
1. There has beena dramatic increaseof the overall incidenceof eating
disordersin the past decade. Whileno Canadian statistics have been
reported in the literature reviewed, Jones and coworkers (1980) reported on
a survey in Monroe County, New York, which founda 400% increase in
the numberof newcasesof anorexianervosa in females whencomparing
the period 1970-1976 with 1960-1969 (as cited in Goldman, 1988).
Furthermore, recent surveys of non-clinical collegeand high school
populations indicatea more widespreadincidence of sub-clinical disordered
eating. lac henmeyer and Muni-Brader (1988)report incidence rates of
59-79% in females and 3049 % in males. This is significantly higher than
previous reports fromclinical populationswhich indicate a 4.4-15% rate for
both males and females (Lachenmeyer and Muni-Brader, 1988).
2. A further examination of the surveysreported by Lachenmeyer and
Muni-Brader (1988) reveal that the proportion of males with sub-clinical
disorderedeatingis significantlyhigher than previously thought. In
addition, the lower socio-econcmlcgroups in their survey demonstrated
incidence ratescomparable with those from a higher socio-economic group.
The only significantdifference between these groups was that thoseof
higher socio-economicstatus were more likely to report use of diet pills and
diuretics, whilethose from thelower groupweremorelikely to report
bingeeating.
There is no way to relate such increasesto the Canadian or Newfoundland
experienceas there are no pP valencestatistics presently availa.:;le (National
EatingDisorderInformation Centre [NEDICl, 1988). However. these
statistics supportthe subjective reports in the literatureof theincreasing
prevalenceof anorexiaand bulimia nervosa (Broneet al, 1988;
Laschenmeyer et al, 1988).
Research Question
This studyaddressestwo questions. What are the socio-cultural, familial, and
personal factors associatedwith theemergenceof anorexia nervosaand bulimia
nervosa? How mightan increasedunderstanding of these factors fromthe
client's perspective contribute to thedevelopment of early intervention
strategies for social workers?
These questions formthe directionfor research. Thestudyis qualitative in
nature andexplores,throughthe medium of personalhistories, the lifeand
treatmentexperiencesof young women who havebeentreated for anorexia
nervosa, bulimia nervosa, or both. The exploration of these factors is intended
to enhanceand enrichour understanding of theperceptions of the eating
disorderedperson.
Datagatheredfrom a reviewof the literatureisanalyzedand comparedwith
thecollectiveperceptionsof theeatingdisorderedindividuals. This data is then
furtherexamined todevelopdirectionsfor social work intervention.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Anorexiaand bulim'anervosa are seenas multi-detenninedconditions. When
the factorsassociatedwith anorexia and bulimianervosa areexamined,the
literatureconsistently highlightsthreedirections. Theseare: (a) soclo-culturat
nonns and expectations, (b) familycomposition andrelationships, and (c)
personal characteristicsof the individualswhodevelopeating disorders. Each
of thesedirections willbe discussed separately in thetext that follows.
Socio·Cultural Norms and Expect ations
Authorsexamining theculturalnormsin reference 10eatingdisorders focus
mainlyon the socialization of women. The twomostconsistent themes that
emerge are: (a) exaggerated emphasis 011 women 's bodyshape and weight , with
a particularpromotionof thinness. and (b) socialization of women lo bepassive
and to deferto anextemal locusofcontrol (Chemin. 1981; Garner, Garfinkel
& Irvine, 1986; Hirschmann & zaphiropolous, 1985; Orbach,1986;Root et
ai, 1986;Selvini-Palazzoli , 1974,Sours, 1980).
Garner and his colleagues (1980)maintainthereareculturalpressures for
women to be thinnerandto diet. To demonstratethistheychose to review the
changesin weightover a 20 yearspanfor Miss America contestantsand
Playboycenterfolds;twogroupsthey felt symbolically represented !beideal
woman. Their reviewof womenin Playboycenterfolds showed a steady
decreaseover timein bustand hip sizewith a concurrent trendtowardsgreater
height. The idealizedbodyshapefor womenchanged to beleaner andmore
evenlyproportioned.
Gamerand his colleagues (1980) reviewof the MissAmericaPageant revealed
that thepageant wInnerswere more likely to weighsignirlcantly less than
other contestants. Furthermore, the average weightof all of the contestants
over the 12 yearspan droppedby 11% • The lowest weightwasseen in the
last yearsurveyed (1978) and was12% lower thanthe actuarial average weight
for women at that time. Since the diagnostic criteria for anorexia is IS% below
the average weight, this representation of the symbolicallyideal woman is very
closetobeing anorexic.
Associated withthis phenomenon is the cultural emphasis ondieting,
particularly among women. A review of six women's magazinesrevealed that
a totalof 467 articles ondietinghad beenpublishedbetween1959and 1979.
The average number of articleshad increased by over 56%in the second
decade of this review (Gamer et ai, 1980). This escalation in the promotionof
dietingis further highlightedby the workof Chemin (1981). She examineda
number of bookspublishedon dieting. ShefoundIhat jusl lhree titleshad
collectively soldover fivehundred and eighty million (580,000,000) copies.
Root andher colleagues(1986)also foundthat someof thediets published
advocate purging behaviour, which is associated with bulimia nervosa. They
report on The Beverly Hills Dict(Mazel,1981 as cited in Root et al, 1986)
whichisbased on the author's struggle with weight control throughthe use of
diuretics, diet pills and starvation.
Morerecently this focus on dieting has shifted to include a concurrent
promotion of fitness. Particular emphasisis givento the importanceof fitness
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in a healthy lifestyle. Ironically. studieshave shown that mild to moderately
overweight womenhave no higher mortality rates thanthose whoare thinner.
In fact, women in the highest and lowest 20% of weightdisttihutionwere
reportedto have greater mortality rates ~~"'lier and Garfinkel, 1985).
These factors become particularly significant when viewedin the contextof the
literature on eatingdisorders. Dieting is consistently citedasbeingassociated
with the developmentof both anorexia and bulimia nervosa. (Garneret al,
1986: Hirschmanand laphiropolous, 1985; Rootet al, 1986: Sours, 1980) In
addition, vigorous over-exercise is one of the diagnostic criteria for both
anorexia and bulimianervosa. Furthermore, Hawkins, Raymond,Fremoun,
Witllams, & Clement (1984) have found a positive correlation betweendietary
restraint and the binge eating that is associatedwith bulimianervosa.
Paradoxically, this promotion of thinness is contrary toa parallel trend for the
average North American woman to beheavier becauseof improvednutrition.
The stress created by this disparity between cultural ideals for the woman's
. body and actual norms, is felt to further contribute to the development of
extremeresponses in order to attain thinness (Gamer et al, 1980).
The second cultural factor identified is the socialization of women10be passive
and to defer to an external locus of control. This factorbecomesan important
consideration as the development of eating disorders hasalsobeenassociated
with an attempt to imposecontrolover life events (Orbach, 1986;
SeIivini-Paiazzoli,1974: Selevini-Palazzoli & Viaro,1988; Rootet al, 1986;
Sours, 1980).
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Rootand her colleagues(1986)indicate thatsocialization encourageswomento
believethatpower rests in theirbeautyand kindness. TheySlatethat this
socialization begins earlyand is evidencedin fairy tales suchas Cinderella and
Snow loWlife, and is later perpetuatedin adult romancenovelsand soapoperas.
Thequalities that are promotedas feminine are: nurturing,self-sacrificing,
delicate, small, and helpless.
Orbach(1986)reinforcestheassertionsof Rootand her colleagues(1986). She
see that eating disorders(herworkfocusedon anorexia)must be understoodin
a sociallhistorica1 context, She states that throughoutWesternhistorya
woman's bodyhas beenbothan object and symbol of beauty. A beautiful
womanconfersan additionalstatus to her male partner. Orbachfurtherasserts
thata woman's senseof identity has come to be deeply enmeshedwith her view
of herselfas an attractive person, and of her body as an object withwhichto
negotiatein the world. Womenhave thus come to definethemselves in terms
of their body shape and its influence on others,
Contraryto the traditionalroleof women to achieve self satisfaction by living
throughand for others, there is an increasing trend for women to pursue
non-traditional careers and lifestyles. Womenwho havebeen socializedto
maintain traditionalqualities, nowmostcompetein a maledominatedcareer
world that demands increased independence, assertivenessand achievement.
The autonomyrequiredto competein these non-traditional careers is
12
incongruent with thesociali:zation of women and culturaldefinitionsof
femininity (Orbach, 1986; Wells. 1977, as cited in Rootet al, 1986).
Theparadoxof theseconflicting messagesis embodiedin a recentmagazine
article entitledBreastFrellZ'j (1988. December). The article reported thatan
estimated average of $168-$374 million is spent annually on breast
augmentation in theUnited States. North.Americanwomen were more likely
to proceedwith this surgerydespite significant health risks, whencompared
withSwedishwo man. The article presented that the choiceof breast
augmentation was in fact a reflectionof women's personal and financial
freedom.
Onemust question though, how large breastshave cometo beconnected to self
satisfaction. It appears that the cultural prescriptions for the female shape
remain intricately intertwined with theissueofde ferringcontrol to others. In
this exampleof breast a ugmentation Dr. MarciaHuchlnson (1988, December)
maintains that women are in fact M... substituting masteryover one partof
their bodies for mastery over their self imagesand their Iives"(p.89) This is
analogous to the search for controlby the eatingdisorderedperson.
The literature pays very little attentionto the impact ofcultural normson men.
Rootand hercolleagues(1986) proposethat men are socializeddifferently than
women in that a man's sel f-worth is moreconnected with occupation and
financial status. They maintain that bodysizeand weight will have fewer
implications for achievement in theseareas.
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Despitethisassertionwe have seen thatthe emergenceof eatingdisordersin
menis increasing. Recentsurveys of the eatingpatternsof college students
showed that the incidence of sub-clinical disorderedeatingemceg menhas
increased. Statistics for men ranged between 30-49% and while this is still
lower lhanthe rates for women in the same survey group, the numbers
representa significant portionof the male population (Lachenmeyer and
Munl-Brader, 1988).
Of furthersignificance is recent researchby TumbulJ, Freeman, Barry and
Annadale (1987), which showed that present standardizedquestionnaires may
not beeffective in identifying maleswith eating disorders. They foundthat of
thefivemen being treated for moderate - severebulimianervosa, none would
have been identified bypresent recognized scales(EAT, EDI -Gamer &
Garfinkel, 1983: BITE-Henderson & Freeman,1987). They propose that these
questionnaires were developedbasedon female population and thus do not
reflect the special expressionof eating disordersin males.
At present the association betweensocio-eulturalnorm s andmen, in the
development of eating disordershas notbeen established. It is recognized
thoughthat as the roles of womenchange10 non-traditional fields, a concurrent
change may also occur amongmales. Thesechanges may affect the impact of
socio-cultural norms on development of eatingdisorders in men.
Personal Characteristics
Despite the unique diagnostic categories for anorexia and bulimia nervosa, the
literature reportscertain personal characteristicswhich appear to becommonto
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bothdisorders. The personalcharacteristicsreported herewill reflectthe
qualitiesmostfrequently reported in theliterature,and are broaderin scope
thanthe DSM- m ·R criteria (Bryant· Waugh, Knibbs, Fossen, Kaminski&
Ll'sk, 1988;Goldman, 1988;Hirshman& 2aphiropolous,1985; Minuchin &
Baker,1918;Root etal , 1986;Selevini-Palazaoll, 1914; Sours, 1980).
The reportedcharacteristicsassociated with bothanorexiaand bulimianervosa
fall into fourbroad categories: (a) personaldemographies,(b) personal
history,(c)eating habits,and (d)distortions of body perception. Eachof these
categorieswillbe discussedingreaterdetail in the text that follows.
Personal Demographics
Thereare two factors related to personaldemographics: sexand age. While
data fromnon-clinicalpopulationsshowthat thenumber of malesare at risk of
developing eating disordersis increasing significantlymorefemalesare
diagnosedwilheating disordersthan males (Goldman, 1988; Lachenmeyer &
Muni-Brander, 1988; Root et ai, 1986).
Adolescents appear tobe at greatest risk,allhough the averageageof onset
differsfor anorexiaandbulimia. Anorexia is morelikelyto develop in early
adolescence, while bulimiais morecommon in thelate teens, earlytwenties
agegroup.
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Personal History
The (actorsrelatedto personalhistoryare:highachievement, depression.and
sexualvictimization.
A hislOry of expresseddesire (orhighachievement, and a concernaboutthe
attitudeof otherstowardspel - .ul achievement, havebeen associated with
eatingdisorders. Goldman(1988)reports Ihattheseindividualsdemonstrate
perfectionlsuc tendencies. goodacademic achievement. andactive involvement
in esua-curriculer act ivities.
Somehavepostulatedthatthis desire for highachievement is more an
expres ionof concernabout theview of others.particularly parents. thanactual
desirefor achievement. This is reinforced by Bruch(1978) who maintains that
theadolescent's pleasing"superperfectlon" is in facta maskthat servesto hide
an inner misery. These positions may beindirectly supportedby theresearch
of Szumukler, Berkowitz, Eisler, Leff& Dare (1987) on expressedemotionin
families of anorexicdaughters. Their observations revea led that thenumberof
criticalcomments by theparents werehigher towards the anorexicdaughter
thanina controlgroup. Furthermorethesecriticalcommentswere more
evidentwhenthedaughterwas present,thanwhentheparents were interviewed
alone.
A historyof depressionisoften associated withbothanorexiaand bulimia
nervcsa. Popeand Hudson(1984) have reportedona double-blindcontrolled
clinicaltrial of imipramine, an anti-depressant drug,in the treatmentorbulimia
nervosa. Their results revealthat thedrugwas successfulinreducingthe binge
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eatingepisodes by 70%. It is felt that the anti-depressant qualitiesof thedrug
were themostsignificant factors,asthere was a concurrent50%improvement
indepressivesymptomsduring theclinicaltrial.
Chronictensionhasbeen related todepression,and hasbeen demonstrated to
behigherin bulimic women when comparedto controlgroups. (Butterfield &
leClair, 1988). Depressionand chronic tensionhavealsobeen also relatedto
thedesirefor highachievement. Cattenachand Rodin(1988) foundthat the
bulimic womenthey interviewed had set impossiblyhighstandards for
themselves. The women reported feeling tenseand depressedwhen theydid
notachieve theseunrealistic goals.
Sexualvictimization has more recentlybeenassociatedwith eating disorders.
Root andhercolleagues (1986) report that 73%of thebulimicsthey treated had
sufferedat least onevictimization experience, often in childhood. This
information is further supported by theworkof Oppenheimer, Howells,
Palmer, andChaloner (1985) in which over 66%of eating disordered patients
theystudied reportedan adverse sexual experience. Approximately80%
reported that theseevents occurredin childhood.
Eating Habits
There aresix factors related to eatinghabits. Theseare: dieting, obsession
with food, ritualization of foodpreparation, binging,purging.andfear of
overeating.
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A history of dieting has been associated with the onset of both anorexia and
bulimia nervose. It is felt that adolescentsare particularlyvulnerable given the
normal sensitivity about personal appearancethat is associated with this
developmental phase. The positivereinforcement received for weight loss is
felt to further contributeto the progressiveobsession withdieting activities
(Garner et aI, 1986; Hirschmanand zaphlropolcus, 1985: Root et aI, 1986;
Sours. 1980).
Individuals with eatingdisorderswill oftenbe obsessedwith food even though
they severely restrict its intake. This maybe evidencedin a passionate interest
in buying foodand preparingmeals, and then refusingto eat.
Anorexicsare reportedto becomevery ritualisticboth in the preparation and
consumptionof the smallportionsof foodthey do eat. This may be evidenced
in the meticulousarrangementof food on the plate, or in thecompulsive
attentionto the order in which food mustbe consumed. During adolescence
these obsessionswith food and the rituals of eatingcan be dismissedby parents
as teenagefads.
For bulimics, eatinghabitsalso involve episodesofbing ing. Clinical
diagnosrlcdescriptions of bingingwhich refer to eating largeamounts of food
in a short periodof time. do not impart an appreciationof the severityof this
problem. Drs. Goldbloomand Garfinkel(1988, September)of the Toronto
General Hospital have providedthis frameof reference. They stale that in a
binging episode a person may consume up to 6000calories in one hour. This
is equivalent to the caloric intake of one person for three days.
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Purgingbehaviouris associated with both bulimia and severeanorexia,and can
havevery seriousphysiological side effects. Purging notonlyinvolves
self-induced vomiting, but can extend to excessiveuse of laxativesand
diuretics,as wellas compulsiveover-exercise. Anexample drawn from
personalclinicalexperienceinvolves a young anorexicwhowas taking up to 36
laxativesa day. Her medicaltreatment for anorexia was promptedby an
admission for severedehydration. She had been secretly abusinglaxatives for
several monthsand was reluctant to reveal this on admission for dehydration.
Anorexics andbulimicsalso experience a fear of eatingtoomuch. Bulimics
particularly feelout-of-control and fear binging. It is felt that this fear maybe
related to an inability to recognize the physiological cues of hunger, leavingthe
person feelingunable torely on internalcontrols (Rootet 31,1986, Selevini
-Palazozli, 1974).
Almost all of the behaviours described in this section havebeen reported in
associationwith starvation (Goldman 1988, NEore, 1988). Gamer and
Garfinkel (l 985)also reported on the Minnesotaproject carried out by Keys,
Brozek, Henschel, Mikelsen, & Taylor, (1950). Theystudiedthe effects of
inducedstarvationon 36 normal weightand healthymales. Their study
revealedthat when their caloric intake wasreducedby half, the men
experienced obsession with food, food preparationrituals, hingingdespite the
diet, and increasedexperiences of hunger. In additon,the men reported
disturbances inemotional,cognitive, and social functioning.
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Distortions of Body Perception
There are three factor s associated with distortions of bodyperception. These
are : (a) lack of recognition of the physical manifestations of hunger . (b)
distortion of perception of body image, and (c) misperception of the influence
of body shape on interperso nal relationships.
Eating disorders are often connected with an apparent inability to recognize the
physiological manifestations of hunger . Selevini-Palazwli (1974) maintains
this inability to recognize hunger stems from an early reinforcement to ignore
the body's cues. She states that the child is then not able to rely on his/her own
body sensations without feeling out of control.
She presents the following schema tic of this process :
need
I
signal emitted by the child
I
non satisfaction of that need
I
naming of another need by the parent
I
impoaitlon
I
confused conceptualization by the child of body stimuli
This conceptualization is further supported by the work of Hirschman and
laphiropolous (1985) . They state that parents should only feed their children
based on their childrens' reports of hunger and satiation. They see this "feed
on demand" schedule as the baseline for raising children who willnot have food
or weight problem .
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Individuals with eatingdisorders also have an exaggerated concern with body
sizeand weight. Thismaybe evidencedin strong over-reactions to comments
about bodysizeor diet, and/or in a strongdenialof any weight lossproblem
whenconfrontedwith such a concern. In anorexia. thisis alsoassociated with
a gross misperception of body shape and weight, often with specificemphasis
on the sizeof their hips and thighs.
Althoughnot directlyidentifiedin the literaturereviewed, related to this
phenomenonis a mlspercepttcnof the influence of bodyshapeon inter-personal
relationships or careerachievements. Body shapeappearsto beperceivedas
the over-riding factor in all aspects of life. Thiscommentfroman anorexic
youngwoman, drawnfrom clinical experience, servesas an example; .. If my
thighswereonly twoand a half (2 1/2)inches smallermybosswouldnothave
becomeupsetwith metoday." If one refers back to the discussionof cultural
influences, it might be argued that this phenomenon is an extremeexpressionof
the socialization of women 10believe that powerrestsin theirbeauty.
FamilV Composition and Relationships
The familyis a powerfulforce in the transmissionof socio-cultural norms.
Through thisfunction it can be expectedto have a significant influence on the
development of eatingdisorders. The literature alsorefers to therelationships
withinfamiliesas connected 10 the emergenceof an eatingdisorder. The two
mostsignificant issues are family composition, and family relationships
(Goldstein, 1984; Kog& Vandereycken, 1985; Liebmanel al, 1983; Minuchin
& Baker, 1978; Selevini-Palazzoli, 1974 ; Rootet a l,1986).
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Factorsrelatedto familycompositionare: (a)socio-economic stalUS,(b)
incidenceof weightproblems in immediate familymembers,and (c) incidence
of physicalillness, depression and alcoholabuse in immediatefamilymembers.
Factorsrelatedto familyrelationships are: (a) enmeshment,(b)
overprotectiveness,(c) rigidity, (d)triangulation,and (e) chronic tension.
FamJ1yComposit ion
Socio-economic status has been correlated with thepresenceof an eating
disorder. Kay and Vandereycken (1985) in their review of the research
literature reportedthat upper class families have been consistently
over-represented in eating disorder treatment populations. This association
mustbeviewed in light of recentresearch that has shownthat lower
socio-economic groups are increasingly representedin non-clinicalpopulations
(Lachenmeyer and Munl-Brader, 1988).
Koy and Vandereycken (1985) also revealedan association betweenthe
presenceof an eatingdisorder and incidenceof weightcontrol andeating
problems in immediatefamily members. Obesity has been most highly
associated with parentsof bulimics, as comparedwithanorexics. Strober,
Morrell, Burroughs, Salkin and Jacobs (1985) in a controlledstudy of anorexic
familiesreportedthat the incidence of eatingdisorders in firstand second
degree relativeswas significantly higher than a non-eating disordered
psychiatricpopulation. Strober alsoreported on the work of Gershonand his
colleagues, (1983) who showedthateatingdisorders were 6 timeshigher in
first degreerelatives of anorexics, than in a control group.
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Kay and Vandereycken(1985) further reportedan associationbetweenme
presenceof physical illness,depressionor alcoholabuse in immediatefamily
membersand eatingdisorders. This Is supportedby the workof Rootand her
colleagues(1986). They presenta familymodelin whichsubstanceabuseand
depressionare a part of the familydynamicsconnectedto the developmentof
eating disorders. Root's proposalwillbe discussedin greaterdetail in the
followingsectionon familyrelationships.
Family Relationships
Minuchinand Baker(1978) have studiedextensivelythe patternsof interaction
in familieswhere the child has a psychosomatic illness, includinganorexia.
Minuchinand his colleaguesin treatingthese familiesrefer to the familyas a
system. The conceptsof familyinteractionused for this studyare derivedfrom
a systemticconceptualization and thereforeof the family, the basictenantsof
the structural familytherapymodelwill be presentedas a backgroundto the
discussionof the pertinentfamilyinteractionpatterns (Hoffman1981;
Minuchin& Baker, 1978; & Minuchin& Fishman1981Rootetal, 1986).
These are:
1. The family is an open system, whichis constantlychangingdue to internal
and external forces.
2. There is a structureor setof regulatorycodes which affectsthe patternsof
interaction both insideand outsidethe family. Thesecodesare generated
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from values, religion , laws, philosophy, and political ideology, and
comb ine to create the unique personality of the family.
3. TIle family system is dynamic . Individu al family member s will attempt to
maintain homeostasi s or stability within the family system. These shifts
will have both adaptive and maladaptive consequences for the family.
4. Th e family maintains a hiera rchal structure, with the parental and spousal
sub-system in a governing position ove r the child and sibling sub-systems.
Family theoris ts maintain that the di fferentiation produced by the normal
paren t/child hierarchical struct ure is necessary to the healthy functioning o f
the family system,
5, The family willmove through a series of developmental stages which will
resul t in the family members having to create new skills to match the
growth of its members .
The family relationship variables most associated wi th eating disorders are:
enmeshment, overprctective nese, rigidity, triangulation, and chron ic tension.
These variables willfirst be discussed in terms of family therapy theory. The
postulated connec tion of these factors to the development of eating disorders
will then be illu strated using Root's (1986) three co nceptual models of eating
disordered families as a frame of reference ,
Enmeshment is understood in the context of family cohesion. Cohesion is
defined as the emo tional bonds that exist be tween famil y members and the
degree to which an individual experie nces personal autonomy. In enmeshed
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familiesthere are very close emotional bondsbetween family members. Of
most significance in eating disorders are theemotionalbonds thatcross
generationalboundaries and lead to little differentiation of needsand emotions
betweenparent and child. Enmeshment oftendisrupts the normalhierarchical
structure of the family.
Overproteettreness is reflectedin theparents' over emphasis on thefamily to
the exclusion of those outside the family. It is relatedto enmeshment in that
personalboundaries betweenfamilymembersare poorly defined. Members of
the familytend to definethemselvesin referenceto the needs of other family
members. There is a resulting poor personaldifferentiation and autonomy,
which leads the individual to only feet complete in thefamilycontext. Family
loyalty willmore likely supersedeindividual needs.
Rigidity refers to an inflexibility in the family system. This maybeexpressed
in stringent rules for conflictresolution and for individual behaviour, or in an
equally strict unwillingnessto recognize the need for conflict resolution andlor
role expectations. Either construct reflects an inabilityof the family systemto
adapt to the changing needs of its members.
Triangulation refers to a processwherebya third person is drawn in to help
reduce theconflictbetween two people. While triangulation may be normal
and healthy, it can becomedestructive when family members develop a rigid
pattern of triangular interaction. Tr.;mgulatlon for the purposesof this study
refers to a coalition or covertalliancewhich crosses generational lines. Often
neither the patents nor the child is consciouslyaware of this process, however
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thechild experiences anxiety and concern for themaritalrelationship and
alternating feelings of powerand helplessness. Closelyalliedwiththe
conceptsof enmeshment, overprctect lveness and triangulation is thronIc
tension. This is a subjectiveexperience and refers to thepresenceof constant
worryor anxiety. Thesefeelingsare felt to be a reflectionof an overallsense
of powerlessness, which is embodied in the family's inability to resolveconflict
or to allowdevelopment of personal autonomy.
Family Models: An lJIustratlon
Rootand hercolleagues (1986) have proposed threeconceptualmodels of
families witheating disorders. They are: (a) theperfectfamily, (b) the
overprotective family, and (c) the chaotic family. Models (a) and(b) are
associated withboth anorexia and bulimia nervosa. Model(c) is mosthighly
associated withbulimia nervosa. These models win be presented in the text
that follows. Emphasis will beplacedon furtherexplicatingthe family
interactionvariables just described,as well as highlightingthe postulated
functionof theeatingdisorder within the family. Each familymodelwillbe
describedusing the categories of boundaries, identity, emotional expression,
end powerless ness.
The Perfect Family It A Job Worth Doing Is Worth Doing Well"
Theperfectfamilypresentsin a clinicalsituation as eager, attentiveand seeking
the "perfecttherapy". Clinicians reporta sense of unrealityaboutfamily
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members, describing themas "plastic", "robots", "ever-smiling" (Rootet
01,1986).
Boundaries: Whilethe external representationof the familyrelationships
appearsharmonious, the boundariesbetween family members are rigidlyset.
Emphasis is given to the "right"wayto behave. EnmeshmentexistsamongaU
familymembers, but is most evident in themotherand the eatingdisordered.
child. It is felt that the enmeshment represents theparents' desire to protect
theirchild frommistakes and to ensurethe child makes the "right.. decisions.
Jd'-nJiry: The identity of the family is setby the perceptionsof others. rather
thanpersonal valuesand feelings. Emphasis is on the externaland thesearch
for theright way. This rigidity creates chronic tension andlackof stability.
EmOlloflOlExpression: Family members are reinforced to always seek the
positive in problem situations. Family loyalty demands that pain and conflict
be suppressedor dealt with in waysthat areprescribedby rigid family rules.
Triangulation becomes a safe wayto diffusetension.
Powerlessnes: The powerin perfect families is often unevenly distributed,
with the father holding most of the real power. There is also a rigid
prescription for decision-making which limits the development of personal
autonomy,particularly for the female children. Although mate children may
experience a "false" autonomycreated by ther igid role expectations for men.
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Functions of the Eating Disorder: The Perfect Family
1M PerfectRebellion: Theillnessprovidesa legitimateway to break thefamily
rules. This is particularly true forbulimicswhooftencarryout bingingand
purgingbehaviourin private.
Boundaries:The eatingdisorderbecomesa way (;f creatingdistancefromother
familymembersand of creatingpersonalspace.
Emotional expression: Anger,pain, guilt, and frustrationare all emotionsnot
permitted in theperfect family. The eatingdisorderprovidesa focusand outlet
forlheseemotions.
Au/onomy: The eatingdisorderprovides a mechanism for completepersonal
controland delineationof personalidentity. It fundamenlally reflectsthe
underlying powerstruggle withinthe family.
The Overprotective Family "All For One and One For All"
The overprotective familypresents in a clinical situationas surprisedby the
problem. The parentsexpresshowmuchthisdiscoveryhas hurt them. The
personwith the eatingdisorderis represented, and indeedappears,much
youngerthanher age.
Boundaries: There is very little senseof separation betweenfamilymembers.
Enmeshmentis observedprimarilybetweenthe motherand theeating
disordered child, but mayalso include the father. It is felt that the enmeshment
represents the parentsattemptto livetheir livesthroughthe child.
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ItknJlty: The family message is that individualsdeterminetheir identity in
referenceto others in the family. This leaves members with confusion about
howthey willexist outside the contextof the family.
Emolionalexpression: Negative emotions are suppressedin an effort to ensure
thatother familymembers willnot be hurt. Outbursts of anger or sadnessare
respondedto with expressionsof painand confusion by family members.
Powerlessness: Autonomy is discouraged,particularly in the youngest child.
This child is at greatest risk of developingan eatingdisorder. Parents may
smother the child withattentionand affection which interferes with the child's
natural progression to adulthoodand separation. Triangulation of the child in
marital conflict becomes extremely easy and the family may indeedpresent
clinicallyasa "three way matrimony" (Selevini-Paiazolli, as cited in Root et
01,(980).
Functions of the Eating Disorder: The Overprotective Family
Boundaries: The eating disorder becomesa safe way to create a personalspace
withinthe family. This separation is perhaps more greatly markedin the
activitiesof a bulimic, which can be kept hidden from the family for a much
longer time than the anorexic.
Emotional Expression: As in the perfectfamily, theeating disorder providesa
channel for unexpressedemotion, particularly anger, given the family taboo
about hurting ethers.
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Mairuenanaoflhe Marilal Relationship: The eating disorderbecomesan issue
thatconsistently joins theparentsand thustheeating disorder appearsto form
an important functionin maintaining the marriage.
DelaysHaving To LeaveHome: Eatingdisorders oftenemergein adolescence
when thechildis strugglingwith separation from thefamily. The eating
disorder servesto delaythis separation processandthus delaysthe perceived
hurt forthe parents that is associated with the childleaving thefamily.
71IeChaotic Family " The Only One You Can Really Rel y On Is
Yourself"
Root and her colleagues (1980) maintainthat thechaoticfamilyrepresentation
is most highlyassociatedwith bulimianervosaand most resembles the
conceptualization of addictivefamilies. They reportthat unlikethe rigidityand
closenessseenin the perfectand overprotective famities, thechaoticfamilyis
markedby serious disorganization and distance. Substanceabuseand
victimization experiences are oftenmorecommonin these families.
Boundaries: Theboundarypatterns willchangefrequently withalternating
high expectations or none at all. Contact betweenparent andchild, and
husband and wife is oftendistant.
Identity: Thereis little senseof " family",due to thefamily disorganization and
distance. Often the eatingdisorderedchild becomesthe pseudo-parent and/or
pseudo-spouse. There is a resultingconfusion aboutidentityand autonomyas
these roles fluxuateaccording 10 parental needs.
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Emotional Ex,rJression: Anger is the pervasive emotion in the family and is
unpredictableand oftenexplosive. Loveis conditionalandinconsistent
Sadnessis oftennot distinguished fromdepression.
Powerlessness: All family membersfeela senseof powerlessness and lack of
control. The father mayexert dominance throughphysicalor verbal abuse.
Trlanau1atlon often occurswith the mother enmeshl ng with the daughter in
order to cope withthe husband's abuse. This child will experiencealternating
feelingsof powerfulnes andhelplessnessas her role is switchedwithinthe
family.
Functions of the Eating Disorder: The Chaotic Family
Boundaries: Emotion al distanceand personalspace are created by theeating
disorder. The bathroombecomes a haven and a place for privacy.
Affection andNUfurance: The eatingdisorder provides a senseof comfort and
predictability, as though the eating disorder becomesa distinctforce to be
countedon.
Emotional Expression: Emotional expression within the family is often
explosive. The eating disorder becomes a safe way10 expressanger and
outrage. It also serves to mask and numb feelingsof sadness and less.
selfAbuse: The eating disorder also serves to carryon the cycle of abuse
experiencedin the family.
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Relinquishing Responsibility: Theeating disorder provides a mechanism to
escapetheparentalandspousal functions imposedby the family.
Predictability/Autonomy: The fluxuating role expectations are very stressful.
The eating disorder provides a structure that does notexist withinthefamily
system. It alsopromotes a senseof control and mastery.
The family relationship variablesof enmeshment, overprotecuveness,ridgity,
triangulation and chronic tension appear in each of these family models. Yet
the configurationof these variables arc qualitatively different for each famity
model. Root and her colleagues(1986)maintain thatthesedifferences have
implications for treatment strategies. thesedifferences will therefore be
recognizedin the analysisof thedatafor thisstudy.
Summary
Anorexia and bulimia nervosa are multi-determinedconditions. Theliterature
points to three constellations of factors as significantin theemergenceof eating
disorders. Theseare: socio-culturalnormsand expectations, family
composition and relationships, andpersonal characteristics. In this preliminary
review, a great deal of consistencyexists between the presence of thesefactors
and theemergence of both anorexiaand bulimia nervosa, even thougheach
disorder is a unique clinical diagnosis.
One can see that variables related to each of these ..onstellation of factors
appear interconnected. For example the personal characteristicsof depression,
sexual victimizationand focus on bodysizeappear to also relate to
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socio-culturalissues. While desire forhigh achievement and responseto
hungercanalsobe related to parentingstyles. Yet thecomplexity of these
emergingconnections does not allowus to seethe pathfromone to theother.
In reflectingon these factors it may bebeneficial to viewthemas similar to
Bronfenbrenner' ..(1979) representationof the hierarchyof humanexperience
as .. a set of nestedstructures, like a set of Russian dolls"
(Bronfenbrenner,1979as citedin Emmet,1985). Howeverit seems thatthe
family structure is pivotal in impacting on the expression of bothsocio-cultural
and personal factors.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduc t ion
This is an exploratorystudy of the associationof three levels of human
experiencewith the emergenceof an eating disorder. It willexaminethe
socio-cultural,familial, and personalfactors associated with the development of
anorexia nervosaand lor bulimia nervosa. These factorsare then analyzedin
thecontextof the client's perceptions of their eatingdisorder.
The study is qualitative in nature and explores, throughthe mediumof in-depth
personal histories, the lifeand treatment experiences of womenwhohavebeen
diagnosedas having anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervose,or both. This study is
intendedto enrich the social work profession's understandingof clients'
perceptions of their eatingdisorder andits treatment. Consideration is given10
thedirectionsindicated for the development of socialworkstrategies for early
intervention.
Operationallzatlon Of Concepts And Variab les
Thevariablesto be studied are clustered under the categories of:
(a)soclo-culruret norms,(b) family composition andrelationships, and (c)
personalcharacteristics. Each of these conceptswill be operationalized as
variables for data collection and analysis.
Soclo-cultural Norms
Twoconceptsare usedto study the influence of socio-culturalnorms:
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I. Exaggeraled emphasisonwomens' bodysizeandpromotion o/ lhlftMss:
'Thisconcept is represented by statements expressing: IIdesire for thinness,
indications thatbodysizeand shape are viewedasimportant to life
satisfaction, andindications thatdissatisfaction withbodysizeappears
relatedto comparison witha perceivedidealshape. An examplemight be ..
I don't seehowit is possibleto likemyselfwhenmylegsareso fat.", .. I
don't knowwhy myboyfriendputsup withme. evenOprahWinfreylooks
gorgeous nowthatshelostall thatweight."
2. Sociaiiwioncfwomen tobe pas iveandtodefertoaneuemat tocus of
comrot..This conceptis representedby statements which:attribute
responsibility for lifeevents to others, expressdecision-making primarily in
referenceto theviewsof others, andexpressdeferenceto theopinionsof
others. Anexamplemightbe "Well my motheralways saidthat I wasn' t
going to makeit in school, and I guess myteachers just don't want me to
passeither". "Mymotherhas always said that I wasgoingto have a weight
problem, therejust doesn'tseem to be anything thatI can donow."
Famil y Variables
Familyvariablesarecategorized undertwo headings: familycomposition and
familyrelationships.
FamUv Composition
Thereare threevariables relatedto familycomposition. Theseare:
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I. Socio-economic starus: This is definedas the participant's perception of her
family's social class, usingthe subjectivecategories of lowerclass, working
class, middle class, upper-middleclass or upper class families.
2. Incidenceof weight problems in immediarejamily members: This is defined
in termsof the participant's perception of a weight problem as evidencedin
family membersexpressedunhappinessaboutbody sire, or the participant's
knowledgeof their actualattempts to lose weight. The term "immediate
family members"will refer to parents and siblings.
3. Incidence of physicalillness. depressionor alcoholabusein immediare
family members: This is defined in terms of the participant'sknowledgeof
medical treatment for anyof these problems. It willalso include the
participant's ownperceptionof depression or alcoholabuse in immediate
family members. The term "immediate family members" will refer to
parents and siblings.
Familv Relations hips
Thereare fivevariablesthat concern family relationships. Theseare:
1. Enmeshment be/Ween parent and child withan eating disorder:
Enmeshment refersto anextremely close set of emotionalbonds between
family members, to the degree that there is a lack of personalautonomy
experienced in the family system. Enmeshmentis rel1ected in: reports of
lack o f personalprivacy, a perception of the parent(s) as a sibling more
than parent, a difficulty in separatingpersona!life goals from parental
desires forthose goals.Someexamplesmight be: " We never closedthe
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doorsin our house,not evento the bathroom", .. Momtells me all about her
problems with Dad", .. I don' t knowwhat I want to be,but momalways
says I really havea specialtalentfor cosmetology and she was always good
withapplyingmake-up."
2. Overproteaiveness of parentstowards thefamilysystem:
Overprctectlvenessis reflccted in theparents' over emphasison the family
to theexclusionof thoseoutside thefamily. Familyloyalty isexpectedto
"tpersede the needsof individual familymembers. Personalboundaries
betweenfamilymembersare poorly defined,oftenwith no clearrules
regarding age appropriate behaviour.
Indicatorsof overprotecrlveness are:expressionof concernfor the family
image,references to beingtold to protectthe family image,concernabout
hurtingother familymembers,anda senseof not fittingin with those
outsidethe family.Someexamplesmightbe, " My parents neverfought,
but sometimesI just get crazy andstart yelling for no reason.Mom then
starts cryingandI endup feelingevenworse.", .. I wentto tlteschool
guidancecounselloronce, and Dadjust blew up whenshecalledhome for a
parentinterview. Hesaid I disgraced the family."
3. Triangulationof theeatingdisorderedchild inparental/marital co'lflict:
Triangulation refersto a coalitionor covert alliancewhichcrosses
generationallines. Often neither theparentsnor the child is consciously
awareof this process, however the child experiencesanxiety andconcern
for themaritalrelationship andalternating feelingsof powerand
helplessness.
Triangulation is considered presentby: references to senseofLeingcaught
between both parents when they fight (or fought), a feeling ofalwaysbeing
on oneparent's side andor, a feeling of responsibility for keeping parents
together. Some example mightbe" I don't know whybut everytimemy
parentshad a fight I would find myself in the middle, usualyagreeingwith
mom. Funny, you knowhalf of the time I didn't evenreallyagree with
her." , "SometimesI wonder how my parents will survive if I leave home."
4, Rigidity within111efamilysystem, particularly aroundconflictresolulion and
role expectations: Rigidity is expressed inan inflexibility aboutways
conflict can beresolved,and inan inflexibility about how each person
"should" act. It mayalsobe seenin not being willing to recognize the need
forconflict resolution or roleexpectations.
Reflections of rigidity include: referencesto the familyemphasis on"the
rightway" to do things, a feeling that onehadto actin a certain way. or a
sense that the individual wasonly viewedoneway within the family. Some
examplesmight be .. Dad has the answer for everything, just onceI would
liketodo something without him tellingmethe rightway.", " Momthinks
I'm justa klutz, she won't let mein the kitchen becauseshesaysI'll ruin
dinner.But I hateber meals, they're so fattening."
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S. Chronic tens ion: Chronictension refers10theconstant presence of anxiety.
Thesefeelingsareattributed toan overallsenseof powerlessness in the
family. It is a subjective experience and willbe operationalized on thebasis
of the participant's perceptionof : "beingonedge". having to· walk on egg
shells·, or experiencinga nagging worry.
Personal Characteristics
Thereare fourcategoriesof variables that reflectpersonalcharacteristics. They
are: personal demographics, personal history, eating habits, anddistortionsof
bodyperception.
PersonalOfImographlcs
There are twovariablesrelatedto personal demographics.Theseare:
1. Sex:whichis definedas maleor female
2. Age: which i!'ldefined bydate of birth.
PersonalHislory
Threeelements of personalhistoryare relevantto this study:
t. History of high achievement:which is basedon self-reportof driveor felt
pressurefor high achievement, as well as indocumentation of self-reported
academic and careeraccomplishments.
2. Historyofdepresion: which isdefinedon thebasis ofself-reportof
medical treatmentor perceptionof having a problem with depression.
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3. His/ory 01sexualvic/imiwion: whichis basedon self-report of having
experiencedsexual contactwhich wascoercedor unwanted.
Ealing Habits
Eating habitsare importantto a studyof eating disorders as they are both the
focalpoint of theobsession and theexternal signalof the problem. Thereare
six variablesrelatedto eatinghabitsbeingexplored:
1. It historyoldieling: whichisdefinedby self reportof pastor present
efforts to controlor Joseweight.Participantsareasked todescribetheir
experiences with dietingand weightcontrol, andto indicatethe length of
timethey havebeen concernedwith losingweight.
2. A.historyofpurgingactivities: whichis definedby self-reportof presentor
pastinvolvc.nem in anyof theseactivities:self-inducedvomiting;over-use
of laxatives,diureticsor enemas;vigorousover-exercise; or fasting.
3. A his/Dry ofbinging: Whichisdefinedby self report of: eating huge
amountsof foodin a short periodof time, eatingrapidly, eating until
physicaly sick, feelingout of control when eating, and feelingmiserable
and depressedafter binging.
4. An obsession wi/hjood: Whichis defined by theself-reportof thoughts that
are predominantlypreoccupied withsomeaspect of foodor eating. These
thoughts mayfocus on food purchaseandpreparation of favouritemeats,
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strategies to avoid foodor overeating, cootracting with oneself about the
foodsto beeaten thatday. Often tOe obsessionis SCCtl as interfering with
ability to concentrateon da ily activities.
5. RitumizJUion o//ood prrparation andconsumption: Which is definedby
self-reportof; rigid patterns about the sequenceandtype of food
preparation; strict rulesabout howthe foodappearson theplate and the
order in which it is consumed; and obsessions with fads about food
consumption. One suchfad aboutfood consumption Is believing thateating
an orange slice first willensure that calories areburned more quickly.
6. A fear of overeating: Which is by self report of: feeling extremeanxiety
about not being able 10 stop eating and preoccupation with strategiesfor
foodavoidanceor consumption.
Distort ions of Body Perception
Cognitive distortions, particularly as they relateto body shape are a significant
aspect of eating disorders. There are threevariables relatedto the concept of
distortion of body perception:
I. A lad.: o/rtcognition a/thephysical manijtsllJJlons ofhungtr: This is
defined by the participant's perception of awareness of the body's
sensationsandsignals for hunger. For example, .. 1 never feci hungryor
full. Ij ust feel scared when I' meating.", "My stomach isn't hungry, but my
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mouthis." For both bulimics and anorexics, the inability to properly
recognizeand respond to the physicalmanifestations of hunger contributed
to theoveral anxiety about eating.
2. A distortion of body image: Thisrefers to the person's inabilityto
accuratelycompare or representher bodysize or shape, basedon the
interviewer's view of an incongruencebetween the persons's actualphysical
size and her verbal descriptionof her size.
3. Amaperceptton of theInfluence ofbodyshape ontmerpersonal
relationships: This is evidencedin expressionsthat reflect that the
interviewee perceives that body size is seenas a primary source of
problemsin interpersonal interactions. For example, .. If only mythighs
were2 Vl inches smallerI wouldhave noproblemsgetting along with my
Data Collection
tanossa and Wolf(1985)maintain that since the 1960's the professional
interestin theorybuild inghas led to an increasein qusetitetive family research.
Their reviewof the Journal of Marriageand the Familybetween the years
1965-1983reveals an overwhelmingemphasison quantitativeresearch. Out of
a totalof 775 articles, 69% were exclusively quantitative. This number
increasesto 84% when articlesthat were primarilytheoreticalare removed
fromthe sample(l8%). Of the remaining 13%,only9% could be considered
exclusively qualitative.
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Mostof thepublishedliterature on eating disordersis quantltanve.It is also
presented primarily from theclinician's experience(see: Bruch, 1978;
Emmett,1985; Garner, Garfinkel, Schwartz& Thompson. 1980; Kog&
Vandereychen, 1985; Lachenmeyer & Muni-Brander,1988; Liebman et all
1983; Minuchin&.Baker, 1978; Rootet al, 1986; Selevini-Palazzoti, 1914).
Cherin (1981) and Orbach (1986) are unique in theirconcernwith the woman's
perspectiveand eating disorders. However Kinoy (1984) is oneof the only
authorsof systematic research from theclient's perspective in the literature
reviewed oneatingdisorders.
A qualitative methodwas chosenfor this study in responseto this imbalance in
themethodology of published research. It wasrecognizedthat a qualitative
approach wouldcomplement and enhancetheexistingliteraturereviewedon
eating disorders. It was alsofelt thatstudyingtheclient's subjective reality,
while inherently biased, offers a unique opportunityfor social workersto gain
insight intotheclient's viewof her situation.This information is fundamental
tothe socialwork profess ion's premiseof starting "where the client is" and
providesa richbase for meaningful intervention.
Population
Threewomen wereselec ted10participate in this research. It wasdecided to
study an exclusively female populationas most of theliterature reviewedhas
beendeveloped aroundthe experiences of women. IIwas further recognized
that menneed10bestudiedas a uniquepopulation.
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Theparticipants for the studyare drawnfroma clinicalpopulation.A senior
clinicianwasrequestedto make the selection of potentialparticipantson the
basisof thefollowingcriteria: (a) the individual is female and 20 yean or
older, (b) has been diagnosedas having anorexia, bulimiaor both, and (c)has
completed theacute phase of treatment. Completion of theacute phase of
treatmentwill meanthat while the person might be still undergoingtherapy,
her weightandcognitive/em otional functioninghas stabilized.
Thisselection process was chosen to ensure that the research did not interfere
withtreatment, and to also reducethe possibilityof negativerisks of the
research for the participant. This proces also ensuresaccessto follow-up
therapy should this be necessary.
Potential participants were contacted firstthrough their clinician, either by
letteror telephone. Each clinician was given a letter to introducepotential
participants to the study. (See Appendix A) Theclinicianwas then responsible
for referringany interested individuals.The researcherencouragedclinicians to
have their clientsmake the firstcontact with theresearcher, so that the
participanthadoptimal control over the decision to participate.
Datacollectionthen proceeded in three phases:
1. Abrief initial meeting was held to review thepurposeand the format of the
research. This allowedthe participantan opportunityto actually see the
researcher and 10 re-consider her decision 10participate. At thistime
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written consent waspresentedand obtained. Theethicalissues around
consent werediscussed in a later section. (SeeAppendixA for theconsent
form)
2. Theprimaryinterviewsessionof threeto four hours then took place, in the
interviewing roomsat the School of Social Work at Memorial Universityof
Newfoundland. Thesession wasaudio-video taperecorded. The researcher
followeda non-structured interview format,allowing theparticipantto
presenther story without the researcherbiasingthe information through
structured questions.Loflandand Lofland (1984)recommend preparinga
verygeneralinterviewguide that willfacilitatediscussionduring the
interviews. The guidealso provides a mechanismfor takingquick notes of
an aspectof the session thai seems particularly significant (See Appendix
B)If the participant sowishedshe may have hada copy of the audio-video
tapefor review beforethe final session.This wasintended10provide
participants with a senseof personal autonomywith respect 10 the research
process, by havingan opportunity 10 provide feedback on the content of
their interview.
3. A final shorter sessionwas held to ensure the participant has provided all
theinformation she wished and to clarifyany material on the audio-video
tape.This alsoprovided the researcherwithanopportunityfor clarification
ofanyinformation fromthe previous interview. Emphasiswasbegiven to
terminating sensitively. If at this time the researcher's clinical j udgement
indicated that the participant hadunresolved clinical issues, this wasraised
and suggestions for counselling referrals made.
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Data An alysis
In a qualitative study, data analysis presentsoneof the most significant
challengesto the wholeresearchprocess. (Lofland & Lofland 1984. Plummer
1983) Dataanalysis occurred on two levels, data collation and data analysis:
1. Data collation:Eachparticipant'svideo-tape was reviewedin detail by the
researcher. This involvedviewing the tapes, completingdetailednoteson
the content of the interviews and when necessary. partialtranscription of
the audio-videotapematerial. Emphasis was placedon recording and
understanding each woman's life story independent of the other<J. The
researcher completed this process personally as a wayof enhancing the
understanding of the information shared, and stimulating the analytic
process.
2. Data analysis was conducted on three levels:
a} a comparison of theresponses of eachof the participantsto establish
commonalities and differences
b) an assessment of the collective responsesusingthe socio-cultural,
familial, and personal factors constructed from the literature reviewas
points of comparison. Root and her colleagues (1986) conceptual
models of the family was used to situate family-related information.
These concepts were intendedto facilitate the analytic process and will
form a point of reference and a flexible structure for analysis and
comparison. Care W;lS taken to ensure that this processdidnot
invalidate the attempt to record the participants'subjective reality; and
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(c) consideration of the implications of these resultsfor socialwork
practice.
Ethical Issues
This study is carried out under the guidelines of theHumanSubjects
Committeeof the School of Graduate Studies, andwith a commitment to
maintaining high ethicalstandards. The relevant ethical issuesfor research are:
(I) the relativerisks andbenefits of the study, (2) ensuring confidentiality, and
(3) obtaining voluntaryand informed consent. Eachare discussedbelow:
1. Relative risks and bencrttss LaRossa, Bennett and Gelles (1981) have
discussedissues related to the risks most oftenassociated with qualitative
research. Of primary relevance to this study ares (a) the difficultyin
predicting risks inqualitative research, (b) participants may disclose more
information than they had originally intended. Each of these issues will be
discussedin greaterdetail in the text that follows:
a) The difficulty In anticipati ng risks. This issue has been addressedIn
this study by requesting clinicians to assist in the population selection
process. The selection by clinician's not only ensures that participant's
are felt to be emotionallystable, but it alsoensuresa therapeutic backup.
b) Part icipants risk disclosing mere pcrsonallnfonnation than
originally intended. This risk demands a high degreeof professional
skill on the part of the researcher in maintaining the appropriate distance
and neutrality, while stillmaintaining an atmosphere conducive to
discussion of lifeevents. LaRossaand his colleagues (1981)suggest that
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to minimize this risk, participants should be informed of other
participants'experiencesin qualitative research, so that the participant
may be preparedfor this possibility. This waspresented in the
information givento participant's priorto signing consent. (See
AppendixA)
It was anticipatedthat this researchmay haveshort and long term benefitsfor
participants. These benefits: include:
a}the participantsmay experiencea secondary therapeutic benefit
from beingable to tell their life story. The participantsfor this study
will have been throughthe processof disclosureof the eatingdisorder
and the acute treatment phase. They may then benefit from the
opportunityto discusstheir eating disorderoutsideof a clinical forum.
b} the participants mayexperiencesatisfactionand an increasedsenseof
control in being able to indirectly lnffuence treatment directions for
eating disorders, This is particularly importantfor the eating
disorderedpopulation, since there is a significant bodyof literature
whichproposesthat the eatingdisorder servesas a mechanism for
control over life events.
2. Confidentlallty is crucial in all social science research.Two issuesrelated
to confidentiality for thisstudyare:
a) En:.-uring the Interview matenalls for research and not dinkal
purp oses. Since theparticipants are referred bya clinicianand may still
be in therapy, the clinician may view the researchmaterial as a valuable
clinical resource. To reducethis risk, the materialis available only to
the researcherand willonly be releasedto a clinicianwith the written
andinformed consent of theparticipant.
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The researcherwillalso takethe appropriate steps to protect the
anonymity of the participantsin the published material. All of the study
records will be destroyedby the researcher uponUniversity's
acceptanceof the completedthesisdocument.
3. Voluntary and Inlermed Consent is also crucial ro the research
process. The following procedures have beenestablished to ensure
voluntary and informedconsent.
The initialcontact with the participant was made through a clinician. It
wasclearly stated that the decision regarding participation in the study
will not affect the servicesprovidedby the referring clinician.The
clinicians were encouraged to have participants make the initial contact
with the researcher.
The preliminary meeting withthe participant allowed an opponunity to
fully discuss the relative risks and benefits of the study, clarify any
ambiguity regarding the research process, review steps to ensure
confidentiality, and establish a mechanismfor voluntarywithdrawal
from the study afterconsenthas been given. The onus is on the
researcher to act professionally whenobtainingsuchconsent and to
ensure that there is no oven or covert coercionused.
A written consent form wasdevelopedfor this study. (See AppendixA)
This formaddressesthe questionof participants' accessto the material
collected. Asindicated previously, the participantswere given a copy of
any audio-videotapesof interviews fOT their comments if they so
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wished. Ifdesireda written summaryof the researchfindings will be
provided and participants were informed that the thesiswill be available
through the Queen ElizabethLibrary.
Pre-te s t
It is recognizedthat the successof this type of study dependsof the
interviewing skill of the researcher. Furthermore since a non-structured
interviewformat wasadopted, it is not possible to pre-test an interviewingtool.
To overcome these obstacles the followingpre-test method was chosen.
Uponacceptanceof the research proposalby the Human Subjects Committee,
the interview guide and data collection method were used in a trial interview
prior to conducting the research. Given the difficulty in locating participant's
for this study, the pre-test interview was conducted with a fifth year social
work student, who is familiar with eating disorders. The audio-video tapeof
this pre-test session was analyzed by both the researcheranda supervising
clinician.
This pre-test was intended to assessand improve the researcher's interviewing
skill, and allowed the researcher to address any methodologicalweaknesses in
the interviewing process. This is important given the small number of
participants in the study. The researcher foJlowedthe same procedures with
respect10voluntary, informedconsentand ensuring satisfactory safeguards
when conducting the pre-test interview.
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DATACOLLECTION
Thedata for this study was gathered over a threemonthperiod. Participants for
the researchwere located using a snowballtechnique. Cliniciansoperatingin
the private practice sector, with a noted interest in eating disorders, were
contacted. In total fifteen clinicians were co nsulted. Ten of these clinicians felt
theyhad clients who might beinterested in the study and these peoplewere
given writ ten information about the study(See AppendixA). Threeclinicians;
one psychologist andtwosocialworkers. referredthe threewomen who
participated in this research.
An initial meeting washeld with each woman to discuss the format of the
proposed interviews. These sessions were held in the interviewingroom 10be
usedfor the study. in order to familiarize the participantswith the surroundings
(or the actualinterview. Each womanwas given a copy of the consent formand
thewritten description of the study. alongwith the proposedrisksand benefits
of this type of research. One woman choseto sign the consent formduring this
interview. The other two brought their consent forms to the first interview. All
three women who were interviewed for the study chose 10carryon and
participate in the research.
Eachwoman indicatedthat she was interestedin participating in thisstudy
because her experiencebad shownthatlillie was known about eating disorders.
Each was most interested in supporting professionals learningmoreabout
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eatingdisorders, as each woman had found manydifficultiesin seeking
treatment.All expressedthe wish that by participatingin this researchthey
could makeit easier for someoneto receive help in the future.
The diagnosis for each woman was slightly different. One womanwas bulimic
and another was bulimic following a periodof anorexia. The third womanwas
definedby her physician as not fitting the DSM-ID-Rdiagnosisfor eating
disorder, but she presentedwith symptomsof bingingand purging. This
woman was includedin this study becauseshe saw herself as havingan eating
disorderand the symptomsshe presented were consistent Withbulimia. It was
felt that it was important in a qualitative studythat focuses on the client' s
perception, to not excludesomeone who felt she had an eating disorder because
she did not fit the classical diagnosis.
Each session was audio-videotaped recordedusing the equipmentpre-set in the
interviewingrooms. The researcher followeda non-structuredformat, allowing
each womanto present her story in her own way. A one page interviewguide
was carried into each interview, however servedonly as a reference point in
encouraging expansion of topics raisedby eachparticipant. No writtennotes
were taken in any of the interviews.
The interview with each womanlasted approximately three hours. One woman
chose to have two sessions whichlasted approximately one and half hourseach.
All of the women were given the opportunityto have a copy of the video-taped
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session.One womandeclinedthisoffer. Anotherrequesteda copy, but was
later advised by her therapist to defer receivingand reviewing the tape.The
third personwas given a copy primarilyasa memento of thestudy.
Noneof the women chose to have a follow-up interview. Theydid however
expressan interest in meeting theother participantsin the study.The
researcherarrangedfor two of the threewoman to meet. The third womanwas
advisedby her psychiatristto not have anyfurther involvement withthe study.
The details of this decision are recordedin a post-scriptto her storyin the
material that follows.
The information presented by each womanis recorded in thestories that
follow. Each woman has been givena different first name. Someidentifying
information has been excluded or changedto protect the identityof the women
and theirfamilies. Each story is a summary of the information they provided
and is pr-esented using thecategories of family, personal. socio-cultural, and
treatment issues. This organizationalstructure is used10facilitate presentation
and toprovide the reader with continuity in the styleof presentation. The
emphasis in this process is placedon presentingeach woman's life story. No
attemptis made to compare storiesor to fitinformation received withissues
identified in the literature. Thiscomparisonis carriedout in the dataanalysis
sectionthat follows. Any comments that aredirectquotes fromthe interview
tape appearin the text in quotation marks.
The stor iesthat follow willevokedifferentfeelingsfor the reader.In facteach
story has a distinctive style of presentationthat is intended to reflectthe
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differingstylesot thesewomenas they told their stories. Where everpossible
each woman'sown expressions anddescriptions of feelingswereused, to
further enhancethe readersinsir,hl and to preservetheuniquenessof each
story.
ANNE-·FOOD HAS ALWAYS BEEN A WEAPON·
Anne is theoldestof three children . She is 23 yearsold and has been married
for four years. Anne is presently working part-time,while she explores
post-secondary educational options. Shestarted university a few yearsago,
howeverherdepressions andeatingdisorder preventedher fromcompleting
her degree.
For as longas shecan remember Anne has hada battlewith foodand weight.
Shedescribesthatduring her c' . ~ I1.00d food was usedas a weapon;givento
providenurturance and withheldto inflictpunishment. She remembersalways
beingoverweight and turning to food as a sourceof comfort. Herbulimiawas
notdiagnosed until three yearsago whenshewasseeking counselling for
depression. She indicatedthat she was in fact relievedwhenshe wasdiagnosed,
as for thefirsttimeshe felt M credible" in her own eyes. .. I hada disease••• a
waveof reliefand gratitude fell over me."
Famil y Issues
Annefeelsthat her family life is central to the development of hereating
disorder. Her parents marriedbecause her mother was pregnantwithAnne.
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Her motherwas 18 years old and in grade9 at school at the time. Throughout
her life Annebasfelt that she wasnot a wantedchild and has fell thatshewas
an inconvenience for her parents.
Anne:feds that her parents have never been happilymarried . Her mother has
haddepressive episodes and periodic problemswith drinking. Annehas
witnessedber father being verbally and physicallyabusive towards her mother.
which wasmore prevalent in her earlychildhood. Shefeels that peopleon the
outsidehadno real ideaof her home life and she wasrepeatedlywarned by her
parents to not discussfamily events outside the house.
Anne's parents followeda strict religiousfaithand werevery rigid In their
parenting standards. Expression of emotion wasnot encouraged, and
demonstrations of love. anger and sadness were particularly discouraged. Anne
feelsthai. sheturned to food in order 10 "squash- the emotions that were
buildinginsideher. She describes "cramming cookies- downon lop of bet
emotions to keep them locked in.
Anne has recentlyremembered more unhappy events from her childhood. Until
last year she had repressed memoriesof being abusedas a child by both her
motherandfather. She recalledthese memories in a regression episode. She
andher husbandhad decided to take a week-end away from home. as it had
been busyand stressfultime. Annerecallsdrinkingmost of the celebration
champagne by herself that night. Her husbandthenwitnessed her regression to
being a childagain. She wouldnot let him touch her and spent much of the
eveningcowering in the comer, pleadingto himas if he were her father, to not
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hit her again. The next morning her husbandrecounted the story; it had beena
very upsetting eveningfor him. Anne thenbegan to remember the abusive
eventsof her childhood.
Both of her parents were physically abusive. Her father however, wasthe most
physical. Her mother's treatmentof the childrenwasoften more neglectful;
howeverAnne recallsepisodesof her mother pulling her by her hair and
punching her in the face. Sometimes the abusewould relate to her not finishing
her meals. Sherecalls a specifictime whereher father tookher from the table
to a darkenedroom, where she was beaten with hisbelt buckleand left for the
night. Anne saysthat often her food wouldbe keptfor her for days, until it was
100 badto eat. Food wasalso centralin other disputes with her father. Anne
was prone to colds and bronchitis as a child. Her father often blamedthe
frequency of theseillnesseson her not finishing her meals.
Anne recallsnowthat she was physically abusedfrom the age of three until she
was seventeen. She said that she was then old enough to tell her fatherto never
touch her again. She is aware thather fatheralsowasabusive towardsher next
youngest sister, as they shared a bedroom. An event that stayswith her today
occurredwhenher sister was about threeyears old. Her sister's mattress
supporthad givenwayand she and the mattresshit the floor. Her sister started
crying and Annedid not wake up in time10settle her down. Her father came in
to the room withsuch force that thedoor knob went through the wall. He
picked up hisdaughter and threw her against the wall, telling her to stop
crying. Anne recalls yelling at her father and also being hit for interfering.
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Annerealizesnowthat her response to the abuse was to becomethe "perfect
child". Shefelt in that wayshe could prevent abuseby not givingher parents
reason tobe upset. She says that despitethis she would be outspokenabout
protectingher sister, as she had thenight her bed collapsed. Annesaysthat the
"perfectchild" facadealso fit with protecting the family's imagein the
community.
Anne's happiestmemories of home life relate to the timeshe spent withher
maternalgrandmother, who she felt was alwaystbe re for her. She would
sometimesvisit after school and found her grandmother's home 10be a haven.
She feels that the experiencewith her grandmother was the only ray of hopein
her childhood. Anne also recognizesthat foodalso became a reliable source of
comfort. She recalls as a childgoing 10 the refrigerator at night and bringing
food in her room (0eat and perhaps save. She wonders now why no one ever
questionedthe foodthat was missing from the refrldgerator, as she oftenate the
left overs from theday's meal.
It bothers Anne nowthat she was abused. Shefeels thai others, particularlyher
extended family, knew of the abuseand yet did nothingabout it. Her family
was viewedas thepillar of the communityand she guessedthat nobody
questioned what wasgoing on. She says that she has beentold that resentment
really fuels an eating disorder, and she knows that she really resentedher father
and othersin the family who knew that the abusewasgoing on.
Anne has begun tocome 10grips with the painof her family life through
therapy. She says that she can now see that life was very difficult for her
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father. Hefelt forcedinto a marriage with a woman she feels he really didn't
love. He wasresponsible for supporting a wife and child, yet he didn't havea
trade, ajob or a home. She says he is not a villain and in his own waycared
for them. She still feels that he did not have the right to abuse her, but fee), she
hasto let go of it for her own sake... I have to forgive him or its going 10eat
meup."
Annehas never confronted her familywith her memoriesof theabuse. She
doesn' t thinkeither they or she couldhandle it. When she told them shewas in
Iherapy and that her therapist thoughtshe hadan eatingdisorder, they both
minimized. it. Her mother felt thatshejust didn't pray enough, and that all she
had to do was diet and exercise. Her father generally doesn' t believe in what
doctors say. While theyhaven' t acceptedher eatingdisorder, she believesher
experience has helpedher sister whostill lives at home.
Anne is concernedabout her next youngestsister. She feels that she diets too
much. She thinks she has an eatingdisorder, although she feels her sister likely
would notagree. She feels thoughthather sister is stronger and more assertive
than she was and will thereforedo better. Heryoungest sister she feels has
been least impactedby the familyexperience. She feels this is likely because as
theyoungest child she is more cateredto by the family. Her youngest sister is
alsodifferent personality wise, and is less challenging of the family system.
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Personal Issues
Annerecalls feeling lonely and different through most of her childhood. Much
of this sheattributes to her being over weight and to theway "fat" childrenare
teased and isolated. She had few friends growing up.
Anne did not have anyhelp throughout her childhood. She remembers
overdosing on "speed" whenshe was 15. ( Anne saysthat thiswasa narcotic
drug prescribedby her family doctor for weight Ioss.) She bad tried to suicide,
but her sister found her and tookcare of her. Theydidn' t tellher parents,
because she knewthis would only cause further trouble and perhaps further
abuse. She tried to kill herself three timesthatyear. She remembers chastising
herself for being so weakthat she couldn' t even killherself properly. Nobody
knewthis but her sister. " I felt locked upwith myowndespair".
Anne len homethe day after shegraduatedfromhighschool. Shecould not
waitto get away from home. She moved into an apartment withthreeother
students. She initially worked while sheattendeda vocational program. but
later attended university. Annehas had depressive eplscdes throughout her life,
but wasnot diagnoseduntil sheattended university. She has hada long history
of dieting, which was felt to be central to her depressive symptoms. Her dieting
became more prominentwhen she left homeandsharedan apartment with
other youngwomen. Everyone seemedconcernedaboutlooking good and
attracting men, which served to highlight Anne's concerns about her own body
shape. She was 150lbs then and she realizesnowthatthis was really the right
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size for her height and frame.She thoughthowever thatshe was really
overweightand beganto diet frantically. She went through a cycleof starvation
and then started binging.
During thistime Annebecamesecretive about her eatingas she wasconscious
ofbeing heavier thanher roommates.As she had at home, she began to hoard
foodin herroom tobe eatenlater, or would orderout f~x1 when the others
had left. Shewouldofteneat incredibleamountsof food.She mightorder a
large pizzaand several ordersof other fast foods,just for herself. She recalls
one time standing at the freezerand eatingice creamoutof the container with
her hands. She recallsthat muchof her incomeearnedwhileworkingwent to
supportherfood cravings.
Anne saysthat her obsessions at the timeof bingingwereso strongthat shehad
come to believe thatterriblethings wouldhappenif she didn't eat all of the
foodshe couldfind. She recallstellingherself thatif shedidn' t eat all the food
"thesun would go super-nova and everyonewoulddie". (She had seen a
program earlier in the weekabout thesun). Sherecognizesthat it soundscrazy
nowas shehears herselfrepeather story.but at the time this was an absolutely
overwhelming urge. EventodayAnnesays thatil is anxiety provoking to not
eataU the foodon herplate, even if sheis not reallyhungry. For example,
prior to ourinterviewwe hadcoffee anda brownie. Anne decidedthat she
didn't needto eat allof the brownieandsaved partof it for later. She
commentedat this pointin the interviewtht, l six. monthsago it wouldhave been
absolutely impossible for her 10leave part of thecookie, even if shereal ly
didn't want10 eat it.
Anneinitially responded to her fear of weight gain following a binging episodes
withover-exercise. The wholepoint of exercisingwas to bum off the calories
consumed in a binge. It was really like a punishment. Her doctor finally told
her that she had to give up her extremeexercise regime because her blood
pressure was dangerously low, her bloodsugar levels werecompletelyoff and
she was experiencing chronic fatigue. Anne was prepared to give up
exercising, but soon needed somethingto replace it in order to copewith her
fear of gaining weight as a result of her eating habits. She remembered reading
an article on anorexia andbulimia, whichtalked about how bulimics used
laxatives and self-induced vomiting, in addition to over-exerclsc. She felt the
laxatives were not for her, but tried the vomitingand discovered it was very
easy. At the time she saw it as the perfectsolution, she could enjoy all the food
she wanted without havingto worry about gainingweigh'.
Anne becamean expert at vomiting. She remembers having a party in which
shewasservinga lot of cookies. She described "cramming" cookies in her
mouth while in the kitchen. She then went into the living room to serve the
remaining cookies to her guests. When serving them shecould then say she
wasn't hungry. Anne thenimmediately went to the bathroomand discreetly
threwup all thecookiesshe had just eaten, and returned to the partywithout
anyone knowing or suspecting.
Annedescribes this kindof duplicity and secrecy as part of the obsessions in an
eating disorder. One mustbe able to convince others that there is absolutely no
interest in food and no need to eat. Annedescribesthat between ages 18-22 she
was totally obsessed with food and weight. Despite this most of hereating
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ritualstook placein private. Shedescribedalmostpushingher husband out the
door to beable 10 beginbinging. Her wholeday centredaround, eating,
planningfor thenext timeto eat, exercisingand purging.
Annereports thatone event brought her condition 10a head. One night aftera
purge she wasreally anxious andshe began to seepeoplein thebathroom
walls. Her husbandfoundher cowering behind theshowercurtainand was
reallyscared. Hesaid thenthat hehad beendoing some readingand he felt she
had bulimia. Hefelt it was lime she got SOlRe help. At the timeshe thought he
wascrazybecauseshe felt one had to beskinny to have bulimia.
Not longafter this she hadan episode where she ate a wholebag of Fudgeo
cookiesin about 10 minutes. She was so upset withherself thatshe called her
husbandat workand said that she neededhelp. For Anne it wasthiskind of
"craziness" in eating compulsions and binges that were themostupsetting. She
came to worry that perhapsshe M really was crazy", becauseher eatinghabits
were so bizarreand out of control.
Socio-Cufturallssues
Annefeels that societal norms definitely had an impacton her. She was treated
differentlyas a fat child. Her mother seemed to view her weightas a sin. Anne
describes "torturing" herself with the fashionmagazines thaishe regularly read
as a teenager. She would look at those magazines and see so manypictures of
tall beautiful women, that she thought thai all women should look thisway. She
wasconvinced that therewassomethingtotally wrongwithher.
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Annerealizes thatshe has lost all ability 10 judge her own bodysize. She
recallsshopping with herhusband on one occasion. In pickingout clothesfor
herself, she oftenchose itemsthat were 3 to 4 sizes too big. Herhusbandwasa
muchmore accurate judge of clothing size for her. 1nfact items he chose.
whichAnnethought were way toosmall, normally fit her. Anne says she has
always had this image of herselfas "huge".
She says that it is pathetic thatas women wehave bought into the media
pressureabout how we should look. We aresaturated with a beauty idealwhich
she labels as a "subtle form of brainwashing". Annesays" Whenyou are old
enough to know you area woman. you knowthat you have to beconcerned
about your appearance, mainly for men, butalso for other women". She feels
that somehow it isdifferent for men. The men's fashion magazine's do not
portray men in the sameway. Also men do not seemto compare themselves to
the male models the way thatwomencompare themselves to femalemodels.
There was a time when Anne couldget verydepressedafter reading these
magazines. She knows of other women whohave been similarlyaffected. She
has a cousin who had become so obsessedwithher body shape that she dieted
herself downto 95 Ibs even thoughshe was5'8" tall. Anne feels that women
have to initiate the changeregardingbody shape expectations, by being more
supportiveof differentbody shapes.
These beauty ideals are further reinforced in all the diets that areavailable.
Anne went to Weight Watchers an ., 1S told that sheshouldbe 1161bs. She
was so discouraged becauseshe weighed 150lbs. Sherealizesnowthat 116Ibs
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was a crazy we ight ideal for her, but at the time it fed right into her obsession .
She says that over the years she has spent thousands on diet books, diet
programs, exercise classes , and health clubs . In fac t as indicated earlier her
over-exercising became detrimental to her health. Anne mai ntains that dieting
does not work. She says it is a temporary measure to a permanent proble m. She
likens it to "putting a band-aid on a gaping chest wo und" . Anne knows now that
permanent relearn ing of eating habits is the only "sane" approach .
Treatment Issu es
Despite the severity of her home li fe, and the recogn ition of a childhood
problem with food , the crisis thai first led to treatme nt seemed centred around
leaving home. Anne wa s not sure what she wanted to do with her life other
than to leave home. She first entered therapy because she wasin University and
severely depressed. She was tired, smoking, constan tly eating and purging. Her
battle with weight continued . As she talked with the therapist , she began to feci
much better and she decided to discontinue therapy . Some months later she
experienced a reg ression episode, while on vacation . This wa s the first time
that she had consc ious knowledge o f her abuse. She re-entered therapy and now
feels that she ha s reached resolution around these issues with her family.
It was at this point that her therapist broac hed the pos sibility of her being
bulimic . His word s were initially a shock , but then she described feeling a
wave ofretiefand gratitude. She was not a " fat, weak " person ; she bad a
disease! Her therapist referred her to Overeater's An onymous (OA) for
treatment. For a long time she put o ff goine 10 OA. as she still felt she wasn't
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like them. When she finallyraised thecourageto go, she felt likeshe was
"coming home". She describedexperiencing warmth and acceptance in a way
thathadneverexisted for her. Oneof the first things she was told \0 do was to
throwa way her weighscales. She saidwe givetoo much power to "a few
pounds of metal". For Annethiswas a whole newinsight.
When Anne reflects on her eatingdisorder she realize that her battlewith food
andweightbegan at a very early age. Food wasboth a sourceof comfort and
an enemy. Societal norms definitely had an impacton her. She was treated
differentlyas a fat child. Her viewsaboutbodyshape havechanged now,but
sheoften ref lects that if only someone had been able to tell her thatshe looked
great whenshe was 18, she mighthavesavedherselfa lot of agony. Shesays
thatit is ironic that in the five yearsof starving, dieting andbingingshe has
actuallygained62 pounds.
Anne feelsthat the OA programis the secret to her present levelof control.
Sheknowsthat she will be battling thisfor the rest of her life and that shewill
continuetoneed the supportof this program. She is delighted thatfor the first
timeshe has lost weight without dieting. Prior to OA she wouldnot have
thoughtthispossible.
CONNIE-"FOODIS THEENEMY"
Connieis theoldest of fourchildren. She is 28 years old and has been married
for four years. Connie is presently employed ina senior clericalposition. She
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attendeduniversity, but despitea goodacademicstan<!i.ng could notcope with
university lire. Connie is disappointed that she did not finish her degreeand
feelsthat she continues to underachieve professionally.
Conniefeels that her struggle with foodis really more symbolicof her
emotional concerns. She views the dynamicsof her family life as being central
to the development of her eatingbehaviour, and seeseating habitsas
comparable to any addiction. Connie in fact arrangedour interviewtimes to
allow her to complete her twenty-five kilometrescycling regime prior to our
session. She said that if she didn't exercise before hand, she would be anxious
during our interview and would not be able to concentrate properly.
As our interview progressed it becameevident thatConnie is presently still
struggling with her eatingbehaviour. While she has not been formally
diagnosed as having an eating disorder, her eating habits over the past two
years have swung from beingseverelyrestricting, to bingingand purging.
Connie says that she and her husband can no longer eat together. Her husband
willnormally bring home fast food to eat, as he does not like to eat her "diet ..
food. Consequently they most often eatat different times. They rarely go out to
eat anymore because shecannot weighthe food, and feels tooanxious not
knowing how the meal is prepared. They no longer go out with friends for the
samereason, nor do they travel. Conniesays that they have becomesocial
isolates because of her eating behaviour.
This is in complete contrast to the time that they spent together in the six years
they were dating prior to their marriage. Connie recalls that they often travelled
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andwentout to restaurantsfor meals. Shereflectsthatwhen she nowlooksat
her weddingpictures, shesees anotherperson . .. I lookcompletely different
now. So muchhas happened since. 1oftenlong for the way thingsuStd to be
beforewewere married."
Conniefeels that her eatingbehaviours are now outof control, and she
continues in therapyto addressthese andother concerns.
Family Issues
Connie'sparentsmarriedat a very young age andby the timeher fatherwas23
yearsold, theyhad threechildren. Conniefeelsher fatherwasnot readyfor the
responsibilityof a familyand consequently was very distantfrom them. She
feelsthatshe reallymissedher father's presence inher life. Her mothertried
veryhardto bebotha motheranda father; howeverin Connie'sview, the
rolesarenot interchangeable. She seesthis loss asvery centralto herproblem
witheatingnow.
Connie recalls that her parents' marriagewas also markedby conflict.Her
fatherdeveloped a drinkingproblem whichwas theprimarysourceof
arguments betweenher parents. Connie recallsthat for the mostpart the
childrendid notcome incontactwith their fatherwhenhe wasdrinking.Her
mothernormally "tookcare of him". Connie feelsthough,of all the Children,
she wasmostlikely to becomeinvolved in herparents' disputes.
Conniealso feels that as childrenthey wereaffectedby her father'sdrinking
problem. She recallsfeeling helpless and defenceless, as therewas nothing they
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could do to control what was happening with their father. She feels that their
emotions ran from feeling hopeless, to feeling guilty that somehowtheywere a
part of his reason for drinking.
Connie draws parallels between her father' s drinking and her problems with
eating. Sheviews them both as a crutch. "They allow you to escapeandavoid.
That's how I do it."
Connie's mother was the central figure in her early life. While both parents
workedoutside the home, her mother carried all of the responsibility for
raising the children. Connie feels that providing good food and hot mealswas
an important part of her mother's sense of nurturing. From a very early age
food became associated with comfort.
Connie also has a sense that as children they were overprotected by their
mother. She recalls that her mother often expressed concern about them
becoming involved in activities such as swimming for fear they might hurt
themselves. .. I knew that we were all that mom had. I often wondered if she
would survive without us"
Connie' s parents formally separated seven years ago. She said it did not come
as a shock to anyone as her parents had been emotionally separated for years.
Her father; however, maintains a key to the family house, and he and her
motherseem to have an amicable relationship. Connie feels that she maintains
most contact with her father of all the children. While she feels a sense of loss
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for the things they misseddoing togetherin their early life, she feels thai he
had his own reasons for being sodistant. She feelsthat her siblingsare not this
forgiving.
Connie recognizes thoughthat distance remains in her relationship with her
father. Whileshe knowsshe cancall upon him for anything, he will not initiate
thatcontact. This remains an area of conflict for her. She feels that she is still
lookingfor a closer relationship with her father.
Connie married four years ago, after dating her husband for six years. She
feels that she was not prepared for the responsibilityof marriage, nor for how
differentlife would be after she married. Shedescribedit as a "real culture
shock". Connie had no domestic interests at home, and realizesnow that her
motherdid everything for her. She was not prepared 10take on running a
home.
In addition to this her husband had a job that requiredhim to work shifts, and
for the first time in her life she was confrontedwith being home alone. She
realizes now that she has a fear of beingalone. She sees this fear as stemming
back tl.:a fear of being abandoned by her father.
Connie describesher husband as having some traits in common with her. She
feels he has a low self-esteem, hut is very sensitive and has a good senseof
humour. He had a difficult early life. and thiswas part of their attraction to one
another. She realizesnow though that her relatlonshlp with her husband has
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createdfurtherdependency. She says that, "He treatsme like a queen.. .. it's a
problem now becauseI am becoming incompetent. 1 went to the bank the other
dayanddidn't know my account number or how to get it."
Connie attributes the dramatic change in lifestyle whenshe married 10the onset
of her more seriouseating ritualsand obsession with weight and body shape.
Her husbandworked shifts and she wasconfronted with a lot of time alone.
This coupledwith the change in expectations and responsibility led to her
feeling depressedand overwhelmed.
Personal Issues
As indicated previously, Connie's struggle with her eating behaviour is still
very much alive. WhenConnie was a teenager she was the biggest person in
her family, weighing over 200 lbs. She does not have many memories of that
time, but she knows that her parents talked about her weightproblem. She says
she workedhard and did lose a lot of weight. Connie also realizes now that she
had attached significance to thinness. She had a perception that being thin
would ensure happiness, which surfacedwhen she first saw the psychiatrist in
university.
She recalls becoming really depressed in university which led to her
performancedeteriorating. She had achievedvery well in high school and
couldn't understand why she wasn' t coping. She recalls seeing a psychiatristat
that timeand saying to him, .. I used to be really overweight, I got thin and I
haven't been the same since. " Connie sees that in retrospect that she was only
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sixteen, which is abouta year younger than most firstyear slude'·,l$. Sht' feels
that in fact she experienced a separation anxiety. Thiswas the tint push~ .,
independence andshe did not feel ready for it. This themeseems to bean
important one for Connie as it appeared to surfaceagain around her marriage.
Connie also recalls that her mother was always concerned about her own
weightand wasconstantly experimenting with differentdiets. Connie recalls
that sheoften went to Weight Watchers with her mother. In retrospectshe sees
that she tendedto go on diet whenever her mother did. It is interesting that
Connie feels that going to Weight Watchersis one of the fewactivities she and
her mother did together.
Connie first began 10 losea lot of weight about a yearafter her marriage. She
feels thedieting and exercising were her responseto spending so much time
alone as her husband had been working shifts. Conniebecameobsessedwith
her sizeand shape and would regularly weighand measure herself. Shebegan
being very carefulabout her food. She created rituals aroundthe Weight
Watcher philosophy of measuring, weighing and recording her food. Shealso
begancycling on an exercisebike. Connie is presently up to twenty five (25)
kilometres a day. She has already broken onestationary bike through overuse.
The store ownerwhen consulted hadapparently neverseen a bike breakdown
in this way.
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Even though Connie lost a lot of weight she wasconvincedthatit is always
better 10lose more. She soon rea ched a point where sbe wasalways sickand
tired. People at work startedto talk about her. Someof themcalled her
anorexic.
Connie describedher ritualswith food, wherethingshaveto beweighedand
prepared in a certainway. Shecuts thecrustsoff allbread as it tends to weigh
more lhan the recommendednumber of ounces.She will measurebutterand
peanutbutter in measuring spoons andcarefullyscrapeoff allexcess before
eating. Inour interview Connie was smiling asshe told me this. She said that
she knowsthis soundscrazy, but alsopointedout that she willcontinue to do
it. In fact she feels any change in her food preparationroutine would make her
feelveryanxious.
Connie recognizedthat she has denied her hunger for SO long that she is no
longer able to recognize whenshe is hungry and full. She feels that lhis
contributesto her anxiety, as she does not know when to eat or when to stop.
Everything must thenbe carefully planned.Shesaysthat it Is particu larly
distressing not to knowwhenshe is full. She recallssitting at the table asking
herself if she needs more andbeingconcernedthat shehas eatenenough, but
not too much.
Connie soonreacheda point where she was becoming ill frequently andvisiting
herdoctor's officeon a regular basis. He insisted that she would have to soon
go into hospital if she did notgain moreweight.Connie recalls that this
motivatedher for a while andshe didallow herself toput on a few pounds. Her
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doctor alsoproposedthai shesee a psychiatrist. and first she was offended.
Eventuallyshe agreed to go see him. and shehas beenin therapy for the past
two years. Her psychiatrist sees her eating problem asa manifestation of a
deeperemotional problemand that hasbeenthe focus of their therapy.
About sixmonths agoConnie and herhusband also entered marital therapy.
Connie's eating habits had totally isolatedherfrom others including her
husband, and herpsychiatrist felt counsellingwould help. Connie recalls
feeling very threatened by theproposal of counselling. She recognizedthat she
feared that this would mean the break li p of their marriage. Inher view, the old
fears of abandonment and rejection resurfaced. Just prior to entering marital
therapy Connie began hinging for the first time.
Connie describesbeing totally out ofcontrolina binge. She will eat anything
that is in the house and haseven defrosted food fromthe freezer to satisfy these
overwhelming urges. She knows all of the caloriesofthe foodsshe eats. She
rememberedoncerecordingwhat sheate inonebinge,which equalled five
thousand(5000)calories.
Connie saysthat shehas nowreacheda pointwhere herhusband will hide
some of hisfavouritefoods so that shecannoteat them. Connie described that
when sheis homealone she has an overwhelmingcompulsion to find his food
and eat it. She described incidents ofpractically pushing her husband outthe
door so that she canlook forthe foodand eatit. She described the feeling as an
absolute compulsion. .. It soundscrazy whenI talk about it. yet the hinging is
absolutely the worstfeelingin the world. II is the most awful feeling youcan
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imagine. It is like you are trying to fill this insatiable void. The moreyou eat,
thehungrieryou gel. It doesn't matter what you eat, you hardly taste it. I wish
I couldstay away from it. The binging scares me the most. ..
After a binge Connie feels tremendously guilty, particularly if she has eaten her
husband's food. She has often calledhim at work upset with her behaviour, and
he too feels upset at her apparent lack of control. She says that she most always
bingeswhen she is alone, and that anything could trigger a binge. For example
if she felt thatshe had "cheated" on her diet, or if she and her husbandfight.
She sometimesviews the binge as a form of self-punishment.
Connie uses over-exercise to compensate for her binging episodes; however,
this does not prevent the distension of her stomach that often takesplace after a
binge. She has tried to induce vomiting, but has not been successfuland it then
lakesseveral days before her digestive tract recovers. In that time she will often
experiencediarrehea and extreme fatigue. This has recently meant that she
loses time from work. Connie describes feeling so guilty and out of control
that it is realty scary. She says that not that long ago she was so depressed
about her eating behaviour that she found herself sleeping much of the time,
and having morbid thoughts. Shesays, .. At one point J really wished that I
weredead. It seemedtoo difficult to manage by myself." She wishesshe could
bring her eating behaviours under control, but fears that this is a distant goal.
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Socia-Cultural Issues
Connie feels that the mediapush to diet and 10promote a certain bodyshape
must havean influencein the development of an eating disorder. She has
experiencedthe way peopleare treateddifferentlydependingon their weight,
as her husband is considerably overweight. She says that it really bothers her
the way her husband is treated. She feels he has been vel')' hurtby the
comments and reactionsof others.
Conde has a sense that women withweightproblemsare vieweddifferently in
society than men. She feels that overweightwomenare viewedas lazyand
weak, and generally seenmore negatively than overweightmen.. She recognizes
that both she and her mother have spent a lot of moneyon weight loss
programsand diet/exerciseregimes. Connie is presentlyinvolvedin twoother
exercise activitiesoutsideof her cycling.
Connie also feels the mediainfluencesregarding appearancesleads people to
have different expectationsof othersbased on their looks. She says that she is
careful to dress welt and that her focuson appearancehas led her colleagues
and superiors to expect more from her. She says the irony is that whenshe has
personally felt theworst, she has perhaps looked her best. For Connieher
looks are not a representationof her self-view.
Connie also sees that middleto upper-classfamilies are more at risk for
developingan eatingdisorder. She feels that there are more pressures to
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maintain a higher standard of living, as well as easier accessibility to the vas t
quantities o f foodneeded to sustain binging. She feels the whole pressure for
overachievement centres in the pursuit of material things.
Treatmen t Issues
Connie has examined the factors that she sees as most prevalent to her eating
behaviour. She first feels that her lack of internalized sense of selfls central to
this problem . She feels she doesn't know who she is or what she wants. She
feels she is very influenced by the views of others towards her, which allows
her to be so controlled by her sense of bodyshape. She is very influenced by
the weigh scales. " If I weigh even a 1/4 of a pound more I am dep ressed for
the whole day . I will review everything I have eaten to find the ex tra calories.
The sad thing is if you didn't show me the realer end you told me that I had
lost weight even though I had gained, I would feel absolutely marvellous."
Connie also feels that she has fundamentally feared moving on with her own
life. She described herself as fearing success more that failure. She does not
reall y understand this part of herself, but sees it as connected to not letting go
of her family of origin, of fearing responsibility, of fearing being
overwh elmed. She also recognized that she feels a need to be in control in
relationships . She says, "When things get too close , I often begin to distance
myself emotionally. There have been times when I have deliberately ended a
relationship to prevent being rejected." She feels these issues are fundamental
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to her senseof self·"~pair. Shefeels terriblehaving potential that is unused. to
neverallowherself to do her best. Shefeels that this issueis central to the
resolution of her eatingdisorder.
Despitethis fear Connierecognized that she oftencarries the blameor
responsibility for what happens with others whomshe caresabout. She hasa
senseof responsibilityfor her father andall that he had to face when they were
children. Shealso recognized that she likesto take care of others. She
recognized the irony in this, in that shecan nurtureothers, but not herself.
Conn:': has had a very positiveexperience with her familydoctor and
psychiatrist. She feelsshe wouldnot havemade it this far withouttheir help
andsupport. She has recently found that her bingingis creatinghavocin her
life. She has becomevery distressedby the distension in her abdomenaftera
binge, whichnormallyoccurs at night and whenshe is alone. A few timesher
husbandhas taken her to an Emergency Department. Shedescribesthese
encounters as most upsetting. .. I have met a lot of uncaringpeople.OnceI
cameto Emergencyand asked to see someone fromPsychiatry. The doctor told
metheproblem was all in my head and to go home, takewhatevermedication I
wason, and call my doctor in the morning.. ,. After he left1 startcdcrying. I
knewthere wasn't a lot they coulddo for me, but I reallyneeded10talk to
someone." A nurse thereput me in a rooma" J arrangedfor someone to come
downfrom Psychiat· .. to see me."
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Connie reacheda point where her psychiatristtoldher to stopgoing to
Emergency, as there wasnothing that anyonecoulddo for her there. She said ..
I know that no one can stop these binges for me, but I just do not know whatto
do for myself."
Post Script To Treatment Issues
The dayafter my interview withConnie I receiveda call from her saying that
she hada bad bingeafterour session. Shewantedto let me know thisas she
felt it mightbe significantto my research. She hadnot felt upset duringor after
the interview, and was puzzledby the bingingresponse. Sr.aagreed to consult
her psychiatrist. I later received two morecalls fromConnie, once late in the
eveningafter she had finished a binge. She was home alone and wasupset. As
our discussionprogressed, I questioned Connie as to whether she wasactually
looking for help from me regarding the binging. She indicated thai she was not
sure what she was looking for.
I met with Connieand her husband the next day. I stated thai I felt that she was
seekingmore direct help for her binging behaviour. Connie's husband
confirmedthat he was very worriedabout her. He wasalso concernedabout
my involvement as they have not told anyone except Connie's familyabout her
eatingbehaviour. They did not want anyone else to know about it. I sought and
obtainedpermissionto contacther social worker whohad referred Connie to
the study.We agreed that it was not in Connie' s best interests to takeand view
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the video-tapeof our sessionas hadbeenpreviously discussed. Wealsoagreed
that Conniewoulddiscussviewingthe tapewith hersocial workerand
psychiatrist, andwe would be guidedbytheirdecision.
We alsodecidedthat wewoulddefer anyfollow-upinterviews untilafter she
had thesesessions.Conniewas to initiatethisfollow-up contact. I reassured her
that sheshouldnot feel obligated to see meagain, eventhoughthiswaspart of
the originalplan.I statedthat Conniehadgivenmea wealthof informationand
hadbeenvery openin sharing herlife story.
I tater contacted Connie's social workerto relate theconcernsraisedwith me
followingour interview.
I havesince brieflytalkedwith Connie's socialworkerto consult on the
advisability of Conniejoining a meetingof the researchparticipants. In
consunatton withConnie'spsychiatristthey felt it wasnot in her bestinterests
at thislime.To date I havenot heardfromConnie.
DIANNE- FOOD IS LIKEAN ADDICTION
Dianneis 31 yearsold. Sheis the third of fivechildren. Shehas twoolder
sistersand two youngerbrothers. Diannehasa Universitydegree, but feels her
careerchoicewasmade morebecauseof theinfluenceof othersthanbecause
of her owninterest.She has recently marriedfor thesecondtime. Diannefeels
that she is now morecontentthanshe haseverbeenin her life.
Diannefirst developedanorexiaat the ageof 21 years. She later became
bulimic. Her weightwentdown to 87 lbs andshe stoppedhavingmenstrual
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periodsforalmost four years. At the height of her bulimia she mighthavehad
as many as 20 binge/purge episodes a day. Dianne feels over thepast year her
life has reallycometogether and bothher anorexiaand bulimiaare wellunder
control.
Family Issues
Dianne's family lived in a smallcommunity for 10 yearsand themoveto a
larger centrewasa difficultadjustmentfor the family. Dianne's most
prominentmemories of childhoodcentrearoundher mother'sdevelopment of
depressionand her older sister's drinking problem. She has a sensethat her
sister's drinkingdeveloped first. Her sisterwasquite young, between age 10
and 14 yearsold, whenshe begandrinking and cominghome drunk. Dianne's
parentsrarely drank and she recalls thather sister's drinking totally disturbed
thehousehold. The family began to experience fighting and disagreemenL
Dianne recalls as weli lhat therewasa lot of shameand guilt within thefamily
abouther sisters's drinking problem. She feels that this also coincided with the
beginning~f her mothers' depressions. Her mother' s depressions became
severe enough to require a series of hospitalizations over the next severalyears.
Dianne says that shewas a youngteenager (12·13 years) whenher sister and
mother developed theseproblems. She recalls feelingveryresponsible for the
household, such as cooking, cleaningand doinglaundry. She alsowasvery
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cognizantof how her sister's behaviourdisturbedthe household and was
careful to not disrupt things. " I wasalwaystrying to begood ... to not be like
my sister.••everythinghad to beperfect."
Dianne feelsher mother's depressions had an impact on their relationship.
Dianne recalls that her mother would becool and distanttowardsthem. She
said that in some way she felt responsible for the depressionand recallstrying
to make her mother feel happy. Despitetheseefforts her mother's moods
would swing, and so would her responsiveness to themas children. leaving her
feeling thather mothers' reactior'J were totally out of her control.
Dianne recalls the shame centred around their family becauseof her mother's
depressions.She recalled maintaininga certain front outside the family, while
insidefeeling as through she was "lied up in knots". One time she tried to
describeto her father how she felt about need to "keep up a front". Even
thoughhe said shedidn't need to feel this way, Dianne said this was not a
comfort. She said this only heightenedher confusionbecause shej ust didn't
know how she shouldbe feeling.
Diannesaysshe eventuallycreateda series of "masks", one for every occasion.
She then had the perfect response, how \0 act and what \0 say for every
situation. In the meantime therewas no outlet for the emotions that were
building insideher. There was nowhere10vent her feelingsof confusionand
anger,and nowhereto gain insightas to what the feelingsmeant. In manyways
Dianne foundher early homelife confusing,particulary when shestarted
comparingher life with those of other familiesshe knew.
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Dianne recallsthat her sister left home when she was about 17 or 18 years old.
Shesaid therewas an immediate sense of relief in the household. Despitethis
her mother' s depressions continued. Dianne recallstwo or three Christmases
whereher motherended up in hospital with depression. She took on the
responsibility of buyinggifts and preparing the Christmasdinner for the family.
Diannefeels that despite her family's problems there were also pleasanttimes
in her family life. Dianne has a recollection of timeswhen her parents were
lovingand caring. While her father tended 10be a quiet man, who did not
express many opinions or emotions. he would often just give her a hugand a
kiss. Dianne feels on reflection that perhaps both her fatherand her mother had
inferiority complexes and were consequently shy and had more difficulty
expressingemotions.
Diannerecalls that finishing high schoolwas a very confusingtime for her. She
had no idea what to do, and there was little directionfrom home. Sheended up
followinga career path that was similar to many of her friends, as it seemed
like the easiestthing to do. She left home to attendschool, but recalls still
carrying the shameof the life at home.
In Dianne's tirst year of school her mother was diagnosedashaving cancer.
She recalls being flooded with emotions and yet not knowingwhat to do with
these emotions.She felt anger at her mother, and guilt for the anger. She does
not knowwhatto and so she again created a "mask" that everythingwas just
tine.
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Her mother hadsurgery and seemed to recover well.To Dianne's surpriseher
mother also experienced a dramaticchange in heremotionalstate. In her view
her motherhadbecome a completelydifferent person. Her depressions lifted,
and for the first time Dianne feels they had a close relationship. She feels thai it
was morea friendshiptypeof relationship, with a lot of sharing of personal
experiences. Sherecalls being up for hours talkingto her mother about her life
as a young womenand sharingstorieswith eachotherabout relationships . The
next two yearswere very special for them. Her mother did have a second
surgeryin whichno cancer was found, and they bothfelt thai she washealed.
During this timeshe and her mother had experienceda faith healing10which
theyattributedthe success of her mother's second surgery.
After graduation, Dianneleft her homecommunity to find work. Sherecalls
being really surprisedthat her mother had prepareda goingaway partyof her.
Shortly after she left.homeher mother had a thirdsurgery. She felt confident
that her motherwould recover again. She wasshockedwh 1Ishe received the
call that her mother had only a month 10 live. She also felt hurt thai her rather
had not told herthat her mother had been deteriorating. Whenshe returned
homeshe wasdisturbedto see how her mother had lost weight. She knew she
was dying.
Her mother's death is still very difficult for Dianne.There is a senseofa
double loss, in that she and her mother had only recently re-discoveredeach
other. This hasmade her death much more difficult for Dianneto reconcile.
She recalls that for a long time she was very angryat God for not healingher
mothera secondtime. "He did before. Why not now?"
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After her mother's death Dianne buried herself in work. She did not want to
feelanything, anddid not allow herself to grieve. Sheclosed out all emotions
and even fantasizedthat her mother was still back home. One yeMlater she
receiveda call froma high school friend. Her friend hadbeen diagnosedas
havingcancer and wanted to discontinue her chemotherapy. She wantedDianne
to go homewithher and to help take care of her. Diannewent with ' ier and
stayedwithher until she died.
Dianne recalls allowing herself two days to grieve and them she went back to
work, although this time she stayedin her homecommunity. At about this time
Dianne re-starteda relationship with a previousboyfriend. She had ended this
relationship because he wanted 10 marryher. She feels that she allowedthem to
come togetheragain out of a need for comfort.
The following year her father re-married. She said nothing was discussedabout
the marriage, or whether the children felt the marriagewas too soon after her
mother's death. Her step-mother had four children and Dianne was living in the
basement apartment with her brother and sister. She saidthey had no idea
about step-familiesand had expected things to stay the same. She found her
step-mothercold and felt that she did not want them upstairs. Ultimately, she
felt totally removed from the family.
Around this timeher relationship with her boyfriend endedand depression
began to set in. Dianne recalled not wanting to feel anymore pain. She made a
"pact" withherself that nothing else would hurt her; that she would not let
anyone else into her life. A: ..oout this time, Dianna started to lose weight. She
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lost about15·20 Ibs and her weight loss wassoonnoticedby others. She a1,~.,
began to be carefulabout herweightand shape. She recalls feeling, "Well I' ve
lostall this weight, I might as wellkeep it off."
Diannelater began another relationship and cancelledplans to move awf.Y 10
work, so that shecould movein with this man.She felt the relationshipwas not
bad, but recognizes now thateverything was very controlled on her part. She
describedfeeling that shecould not let her boyfriendsee whatshe was really
like. Dianne eventually married thisman, even though she sensedthat this
might not be the right thing. For her it was important to havesomeonewho
cared.
Dianne describedherselfat that timeas "aching throughout". Havingno idea
of who she really was, or what she really wanted, and yet trying to be someone
all the same. Despite this personal lack of focus, Diannewas performing well
at work. She in fact was promotedto a supervisory position. She feels her
obsessionwith foodand weightwas then at its height. She recalls that although
she was87 ibs shecould look in the mirror andsee "globs of fat" on herbody.
About a year laterher sistersent her some information on anorexia. At the time
she thought this wascrazy, but in the back of her mindshe was beginning to
see that sheneeded help. She beganto do some reading on eating disorders, but
wasafraidto seek help. She describesfeelinga total shame,guilt, and fear;
particularly about telling herhusband. She wasworriedhe would leave her.
Still she had reached a point where shewas questioning whether she couldlive
the rest of her life this way.
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Dianne eventuallydid discussher eatingdisorder with her husband; however
their relationship could not withstand the turmoil of her search for treatment.
Her husband eventually left her. Dianne recalled feeling that she deservedthis.
She also reverted backto her old survival mechanism of burying her feelings.
She describedherselfas becoming"really cold on the outside, while dying on
the inside". Anorexiaand bulimiabecamea substitute for feelings. She felt this
was theonly way she knewhowto deal with anything in her life.
Dianne also had to facethe shameof disgracingher familyby being the first
one to divorce. As in the past she movedaway from home and indeed moved
outsidethe Province. She wasaway for six weeksbefore shelet her family
know where shewas. She was feeling so muchpain. shameand guilt that she
reallydidn't care whatanyonethought. She realizesnow that her moving was
the beginning of the searchof help.
Personal Issues
Dianne recalls feelingdifferent from a very early age. Shedescribes herself as
always being shy and introverted.She jokes that sheprobably went all the way
through kindergarten without opening her mouth. Dianne recalls feeling a lot of
pressure in school to fit in and to not appeardifferentto ethers. She feared
being singledout in classand soon learnedhow 10 present herself so that she
did not stand out.
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Dianne feelsweight and fooddid not becomean issue for her until she became
depressedin theyear following her father's re-marriage. She had neverbeen
overweight, andbeyond carrying much of the responsibility for cooking the
familymeals, foodwas not really an issueat home.
Throughher treatment processDianne recognized that she had difficulty
accepting how thingswerein her life. She feelsthat shehad a certain standard
and expectation for people, and held resentments if they did not live up to
them. She knows that sheparticularlyfelt this way abouther early life with her
mother. Dianne also feels that someof this liesinto her own sense of
perfectionism andher needto do things the right way.
Dianne feels thatshe alwayshad a inferiority complex. She feels that someof
this centred in her shyness, but also stems fromher parents having inferiority
complexes. Coupled with this was a senseof herself as needing to meet the
ideal sheperceivedothers held for her. This left Dianne experiencing an
internal void, a lack of inlernalizcd sense of self.
Dianne feels mat food andits control becameher survival mechanism. It was
the one thing shecould rely on. It also madeup for her inability to cope with
her emotions. For Dianne it was as if experiencing emotions wasa threat to her
personal safety that was to be avoidedat all costs. The anorexiaand bulimia
served to be.effective distracters.
For Dianne her anorexia andlater bulimiaextendedover a seven year period
before shebegan to seek help. Her initial weight loss wasassociated with
depression. From there shebecameconsciousof maintaining the reduced
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weight throughfood restrictions and exercise. Overa six month spanDianne's
weight wentfrom 120 lo 87 pounds. This represents an 18% lossof weighI.
Diannebelieves that the biochemical changesassociated with the dramatic
weight loss help to feedinto the food and bodyshape obsessions that developed
around that time. Sherecalls that one of her colleagueshad commented on her
weight at that time andresponding 10 her by saying, .. Tooskinny? Don't beso
foolishI couldlose another 10 Ibs!" She recalls that the sensation of being
"over-full" wasparticularly anxietyprovoking. However, Dianne had reacheda
point whereshefelt "over-fun" after eating an applefor lunch. This is when she
began self inducedvomiting.
For Diannebingingepisodes occurred after shehad developed a pattern of
self-inducedvomiting. Dianne feels it is hard 10describe the obsession with
foodand weight, becauseit sounds "totallycrazy" to someonewhohas not
experienced it. Even now as she describesthings she did, she finds it hard to
believe. For her the bingingandpurgingepisodes became the mostdisturbing.
Dianne recalls that if she wereoff fromwork for severaldays and had no
social plans, that she could bingeand purge up to 20 times a day. She saidat
one point shebecameso desperate thatshe began10 eat out of thegarbage. She
said it is hard for others to understandthat kindof desperation. Infact, she also
began to question whether shewas really "crazy".
As the bulimia and anorexia progressedsocializing becamea nightmare.
Dianne foundthat shealways neededsomewhereto get rid of her food. This
was an overwhelmingconcern. Diannefeels that the" craziness " of the bulimic
behaviour further reinforced the secrecybecauseof the shame andguilt one
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feelsafter a binge. How can you tell a colleague or friend that you neededfood
so badly that you ate out of the garbagelast night?She found herself becoming
very manipulativeso that she would have foodenoughto binge and time alone
withoutanyone suspectingwhat she wasdoing. She recaIls stayingat a friends
apartmentand carefullyreplacing all the food she ate so they would think she
hadn't eatenanything. The facade to the outside was a very important part of
maintainingthe eatingdisorder.
Diannealso feels that she probably also had a problemwith alcohol. She was
never a heavydrinker, but came to recognize that her pattern of drinking was
suchthat alcoholoften helped her to cope. She also remembers that after
abstaining from alcohol for a period of time, she was placed on a medicationby
her doctor that had20% alcohol base, although she wasnot aware of this at the
time. Withinthe firstday of being on this medicationDianne indicated that her
previouslyconqueredanxieties and fears dramatically returned. She feels
convinced mat there are parallels, if not links, betweeneating disorders and
alcohol addiction.
She realizes now that the anorexiaand bulimia masked a greater personal
dissatisfaction with life. She felt that she was still searchingfor inner fulfilment
and nothingseemedto be able to satiate that need. This dissatisfaction also
seemed10 centre in her sense of perfectionism, for herselfand others. Dianne
came to feel that noone, not even shecould meet thosestandards.
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Socio-Cultural Issues
Diannedid not expressa sense: that societal pressures had played a part in her
eating disorder. She recognizesthat there is an impressionthat thin is better,
and this surfacedwhen shefirst lost weightduringa depressiveepisode. She
feels as well thatwomenin generalare consciousof their appearance. She says
that even though she basresolved her eating disorder tha i she will always be
awareof her figure. She sees this as normal for women.
Dianne also lIxognizedthat she has spent a lot of money on health clubs over
theyears. She seesthat the promotion of exercise and fitness fed into her
obsession with weight and shape. She said that at the heightof her anorexiaand
bulimia, that she "lived" at her health club.
Treatment Issues
Dianne bashad a longjourney to reachthe point of control she presentlyenjoys
with respect to her eating disorder. Her first treatment contact waswith a
psychiatrist.She was given medicationswhich she did not find helpful, and she
discontinued.treatmentafter a few sessions.
Shortly after the break-up of her first marriage. Dianne began to recognizethat
she had a problem. Her sister had sent somearticles on anorexia which she
initially dismissed, but which ultimately led her to do morereading. tn the
following seven years Dianne moved jobs and locations four times. With each
moveshe felt a step closer to resolutionof her problems.
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WhenDianne was at the height of her anorexiaandbulimia she began to see a
psychiatrist again. Shewas givenmore medication for herdepression, which
she didn't want and threw out. At this point Dianne was reallydiscouraged
because she felt this wasnot the kind of help she needed. While visiting a
friendone week-end, she saw an advertisement for an eatingdisorders clinic.
Shecalled the clinic anddescribedher symptoms. They confirmed that it
sounded like she had an eatingdisorder and they suggestedshe begin with
Overeaters Anonymous (OA)in her home community,
Dianne describes being so excited that she left her girlfriend's home early to
return home to the meetings. She describedfeeling a little out of place in the
group, because mostof the people were overweight. However she immediately
felt a warmthfrom the members and joined up with a sponsor that night. She
describedfeeling an almost instant relief. The anorexia, binging, andpurging
stopped for almost a full year after joining the OA group. Dianne recognized,
in retrospect, that at thispoint she had not realized the magnitude of her eating
disorder. She initially felt that as long as she gainedback her weight and
stopped binging and purging, she would be cured,
Diannereturned to theProvince two yearslater. She tried to join the
Overeaters' Anonymous group here, bUI found it to be smaller and less well
developed than the group she was used to. She decided to try copingon her
own. Dianne soon foundthat her depressions returnedandso did the food and
weight obsessions. Shewas really scared that she was backon the same " merry
go round", She soon found that the depressions escalated andshe in fact started
to have anxiety attacks. She began seeinga psychiatrist again, but found he had
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absolutely no concept of her eating disorder. She fought with him for two years
not to go on anti-depressants, but finally relentedas she felt there wasno other
help possible. After six months she felt the medicationshad not been helpful.
She beganlooking else where for help.
Diannesaw a psychologist for about a year. She foundthis beneficialto a
degree, but she was still frustrated by the periodsof depression, anxiety and
bulimia. She wanted to getrid of the symptomsaltogether. She went to
meetings of AdultChildren of Alcoholics (ACOA), as her sister was an
alcoholic. She foundsome help, butstill felt there wassomething missing.
Last December she felt that she hit rock bottom. She had beenworkinglong
hours awayfrom home. She had endedanother relationship in whichshe felt
she was giving more thanreceiving. She felt completelydepressedand ready to
give upon life. Out of desperationasked her sister if she could join Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA). Her sister foundher a sponsor, who agreedto help if
Diannealsogave updrinking. At that point she didn't care, she felt thiswas
her last chance for help.
Diannebecame very involved in the twelvestepsof the AAprogram. With her
sponsor she worked on each step. She began to see how her resentment for life
events and her inability to accept people for who theywere, fuelled her eating
disorder. Linked with thiswas her sense of perfectionism, which madeit more
difficult for her to let go of these expectations. Dianne spent time looking at her
own behaviourand writing out her character flaws. She said this was the
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hardestthingshehas ever had10 do, as thoroughout her life shehad
externalizedresponsibility. She hadfinally found an outlet for theemotionsof
hurt, anger, and regret thathadaccumulated over the years.
Dianneis nowat a pointwhereshe feels free for the first time. She has worked
hardto let go of all of thepasthurtsand has triedto takeresponsibility for her
part in the troublesof her past. She feels that she still very muchneeds the
support of her AAgroupand will attend2-3 meetings a week.Shefeels that
her eatingdisorderis something that she mustcope with on a dailybasis, with
a trust in a higher being whowill help her through. Shesays there are still
times when someof the oldconcerns return, like being anxiouswhen she is
overfull, but nowshe is ableto "ride it out".
For Diannethis resolution was mostsignifiedby her peaceof mind. She says
thatshe nolonger looks10 others for satisfaction and is muchmoretolerantof
herselfandothers. Diannenowholdsa lot of hope (or the future.
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DATA ANALYSIS
Ina qualitative studythe da:aanalysis component presentsa significant
challenge. The analysisbeganwith a collationof thedata andcontinuedwith an
examination of thecontent of the collated data. Contefl t analysiswas conducted
focusing in three directions:
a) A discussion of the commonalitiesand differencesbetweeneachwoman's
story and betweenthe storysand theconceptsand variables identified in the
literature.
b) A discussion of the insightsprovided by the data and III re-consideration of
the concepts and knowledgedrawn from the literature. This section will focus
on an:llyzingthe datain relation to the literatureand will contribute 10the
social wcrk knowledge abouteating disorders.
c) An examination of the implications of theseresults for social work pract ice.
A. Comparative dlscusslcn of each woman's story and the variables
Identified In the literature .
Despite the diffett nces in diagnosis, there were many common issues expressed
by thesewomen. All felt their eating disorder wassymbolic of more
deep-seated emotionalproblems. Each saw her family experiencesas being a
significant componentin thedevelopment of theeatingdisorder. Each
expressedvery similar obsessions and rituals with respect to body shape,
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weight, and controlof eating. Finallytwo of the threewomenfelt that
socio-cultural pressuresregarding thinnessand the female shape,had a
significant impact on them.
In the discussionthat follows each woman's story willbe further analyzedwith
respect to the commonalities and differences betweeneach story, and between
the storiesand the conceptsand variables identifiedin the literature. Tables
havebeen used to facilitatethis comparative analysis. Of the twenty-five
variables presented, seventeenwere present in each participant's story. Six of
the remainingeightwere present for two out of the threewomen. Anne and
Connie, who presentedwiththe most similarity in their struggle with weight
and eating behaviour,were consistentin twenty out of the twentyfive
variables.
Socia-cultura l Issues:
Of the threewomen, Anne andConnie felt the moststrongly about
socio-cultural issues.They felt there were pressureson women to be thin. As
children theyhad beenperceived by their familiesas beingoverweight.and as
teenagers theysaw the television and print media portrayinga stereotyped ideal
of the femaleshape. Anneparticularly recalled beingconvincedthat all women
shouldlook like the fashionmodels in magazines. Conniehas alsoseen how
her husbandhas beentreated as an overweight man. She feels that society
generally views overweightpeoplenegatively, and thatoverweight womanare
more negativelyviewedthanoverweightmen.
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All of the womanfelt that there is a pressure on womanto beattractive,
especiallyto men. They had each spent a greatdealof moneyondiet
programs, fitnessclasses, andhealth clubs. They recognizedthattheir reason
for participationin theseprogramswas 10 lose weight, and improvemuscle
tone and bodyshape. Anneand Conniefelt that women "buy Into" the pressure
about appearanceand further perpetuatethis pressure by also beingcriticalof
otherwomen's appearance.
Anneand Connieconnected thinness with personal happiness. Each felt the
solution to their life problems was to be thinner. Each feltcontrolled by the
weigh scales and the loss or gainof weightdramaticaly affected their view of
themselves.
In Table I that follows, socio-cultural issues raisedin the literatureare
compared with each woman's life experience(See page97).
The second socio-culturalvariableraisedis deferralof controltoothers. It is
interesting thatwhile each woman's storysupports this issue, thewomendid
not connect it to the socialization of women in general. Rather the issueof
deferral of needs 10others and loss of control over life events, were more seen
by them in a personal and familycontext.
Each woman reported feelingout of control of life events, particularlyduring
her childhood. Annecould not control the abusive episodes, despite her attempt
tobe the "perfect" child. Connie felt helpless and out of controlof her father's
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Table I So dp_cpllwa! Factor:;
Thla table present s the socia-cult ural factors studied and Indicat es the
presence of th ese factors with a 1v1 , Descriptive Info rmation has baen
Include d to provide greater detail,
h~Im. Fo c us On Bo dy Size and Sh ape Defer l ocu s of C o nt ro l
v V
Present pre-symptoms of ED
- fack of well devetoped sense of self
• dietedAnn e
- read fashiod magazines - felt pressure to be ~perfect child"
- felt out 01control w ith respect to
- a!wa ysfe lt ~huge · familvabuse
- cver-eseree ee
V V
Present pre-symptoms of ED - lack of well developed sense of self
Connie -dieted • overprotected at home and In
- wo rried about weight marriage, 't reated like Queen' .
- felt mln was better - felt out of control wit h respect to
- cver-exerclsed father's drinking.
V V
"No t present pre-symptoms of ED - lack of well developed sense of self
Dian n e • dieted - felt pressure to be "perfect child "
- ecncemec about being fat - tett out of control with respect t o
-ever-exerersee
sister's drinking and mother's
depressions
" Dianne did not have a sense of eICperieoclng pressure about body size and shape,prior to the
onsetof her ancraxla.
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drinkingepisodesand worriedhe mayabandon the family. Dianne feltout of
control of her mother's depressionsand confused when her mother did not
respondto her attemptsto make her happy.
Each womandescribeda lack of senseof self whichseemedto be related to her
perception of having to presenta particular image. In a sensethey each
appearedto be sacrificingthemselves as individualsto protectthe f:Jmily
image, or to meet the family' s perceivedexpectations for them. Noneof the
womenattributedthis typeof self-sacrifice to the role of woman in society in
general, as has beenproposedby the literature.
Family Issues:
Each womansaw her familylife and her relationship with herparentsas central
to the developmentof her eatingdisorder. Of most significancewas their
parents' inabilityto meettheir nurturingneedsaschildren, which was
expressedas their parentsnot beingemotionallyavailable.
Whileall of the womenfelt that family issueswere the mostimportant factor in
the developmentof their eatingdisorder, the degreeof concordancewith
variables identifiedin the literature was the lowest. In Table 11 that followsone
can see that only threeof the nine family variables were present for all three
women. Five of the remaining sixvariableswere present for two of the three
women (see page99).
Conniewas the only participant to expressa connection withsocialclassand
the developmentof her eating disorder. She felt thaicomingfroma family that
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wasfinancially well off meant that there were greater pressureson the children
to succeed. She also felt that from a practicalstandpoint, one needed to have
goodfinancial resources to sustain the expenses of regular bingingecuvtues.
A historyof weightproblemsand depression in the immediatefamilywas
evident for twoof the women. It is interesting that weightconcernswere
present in the familiesof the two womenwho struggled with beingoverweight
prior to their eating disorder. It is of further interest that the people identified
as experiencingdepression within Ihe family werealso women. BothDianne
and Anne felt their mothers' depressions had a tremendousimpacton their
senseof familylife, as their mothers were distant and emotionallyunavailable.
For Anne this emotional unavailability was also experienced as neglect.
Alcoholabuse was a consistent factorin the disruptionof the home lives ot all
of thesewomen. It is slgnificam that Dianne in the course of seekinghelp,
foundherself joining the AA programme that her had sister attended. She felt
throughher work with AA that she too had a problem withdrinking. She now
feels that alcohol consumption exacerbated her compulsionsaround eating.
All three womenfelt that the dysfunctionof relationships in their family had a
significant impact on themand the developmentof their eating disorder. In
examiningthese family relationship variables separately, three of the five
variableswereevident in familiesof all three women. Bothof the two
remaining variables were present for two of the three women. The following
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discussion will initially focusof thepresenceof thesevariablesin the women's
stories.Ananalysiswill thenbe conducted usingthe family models by Root
and hercolleagues (1986)to furtherexplicate thesevarlabt-s.
Theopen-endedinterview style made it difficult to determine thepresenceof
enmeshment. It wasmost evident in Conrue'spresentation of her familyand
her earlyrelationship with her mother. It is interesting that Connieis theonly
siblingin her familywho is struggling for a closer relationship withher father.
Sheseems to stillbevery "in-tune" to issues in her family of origin. Dianne's
later relationship with her mother alsoappearedenmeshed. This relationship
becamevery close,and it seemedtobe morelike a sibling relationship thana
mother-daughterone.
An overprotectlveness aboutthe familywasstronglyfeltby all of the women,
andeachworkedto presenta goodfacade to thoseoutside. Theywere all
triangulated in the conflicts thatexistedwithin th~ :1' family. Allfelt
similtaneously responsible for what was happening withtheir parentsandoutof
control of thoseevents. Allexperienced a chronic tension, whichwas
connectedto the dysfunctionalfamilyrelationships. theneed to present a
positivepicture 10those outside, andthe inabilitytocontrolwhatwas
happeninginside the family.
Anneexperienced the most rigidity of all of the women, whichsheconnected
tv her parents' religious orientation. One had the sensethat for Connie life was
closely ordered, perhaps as her mother'sway of copingwith beinga single
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parent.Conniecertainly felt that she did not fully mature in her home
environment.One senses.that herearly lire was perhaps chaotic andthat in
response Dianne becamer igid in her own routines.
Family Models : An ill ust ration
Table III Family Mode ls: Root, Fallon and Freldrlch (' 986)
In the table that fo llow s each woman's family ureis discussed ill the ecntext of each family
model. The proposed family model for each woman is highlighted for ease of ldentlficlatlon ,
h~ame Perfect Family Overprotecttve Family Chaotic Family
~~~=~~=~~~as TIi. mod eimort clon ly
IOIdherfanilv .houldloak to the AM8·.famiy t"""rieneedid not "",.n"nt·IAn",,· . lomIIy
comrnunily.Sh._.p.eoou,,,d t . pori" n<HI. H8I'pl tI !\tI. WO" .
Anne InID0000tdillCOJninglhe .bUlt . IT\8l{:hlhll modt l. Tho only omotio.....ydi. t""'.ndabuol .....
Tho,..."....I~ ld rulol oboul l"',alIolw", ,",,conco.nlo.ho.. S~.. w ...~I"'edlnoonlllo"
hoWI.... I~Ollld b"hove. s~o /llI.femiIY.. . I IJO.nln lht bu _"n h.,lad1e. ondtl ,,,, ,.
!lecltt'lltho pl, '.ctchl d.nd cor'm'IUnity. ShIoOlCP"ri,no.clrioldlty ln
~~~t::,ne lhO P. 'f" Cl lomIlyro l., ond l>hronlc" noion.
CoNio did not commont on Clnni,, ·e fotrilytxp.ritllCo mo.t The•• moyho... !leon tim. 1
wholhllr . hlIIolt pre.." ... to IT\8lCh od thll mod. 1. Sh. hod ,,n wohfln ConrM'"...,;ry lwpl''''':.
Connie porVoy" c.rt Mvi.WlOlhto
........ lhod ....ltK>no .. pw ilh ho ' tnIIlehod llVornodll lHlGlul.ol
commJnitydllnnll h. . ..,Iy ~:~~~:: ~I~t~:~~~~ ~~. M, f" lhll"drinklng. Ho... "" .h"mothl....,' ong p..l l nc.
"mily lif• • HOf fomily ~!II
' "I 'hI was nol .l8 dy lole ..... ..om.to gi... ' he llln'lily.
• -..ocIfI'I<ICI,likoll\o\ol \ho
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Inexaminingthesefamiliesin relation to the family models proposed by Root
and her colleagues (J986), one can better understand the livesof these women.
The models providebotha context and a frame of referencefor the connection
of such seemingly diverse family experiences and thedevelopmentof aneating
disorder. Through this examinationan interesting feature emerged. Each
womanfelt a strong need to present the facadeof a perfect family. whiletheir
actual experience wasvery different. This phenomenon was most evidentin
Anne and Dianne's description o f their family life, bothof whose actual
experiencemost fit the ehaetlc family model,
Connie's discussionswere more focused on the present. She continues to be
concerned aboutpresenting a "good" image. She has not told anyone of her
eating disorderbesides her parents and her sister, who were invited toa
therapy session. Her husbar.d's family does not know of her binging and
purging activities, and sho: is anxious that theynot find out Connie's
discussionsof her present lire and hercommentsabout her early life most
matched theoverprotect ive family.
Dianne's story wasinitially diff icult to situate in these modelsuntil it became
evident that she had at leasttwo distinctive family experiences. The most
signifICant demarcation was her life before and after her mother' s treatment for
cancer. Prior to this treatment Dianne's mother had been distant and
unavailable as a mother. Her oldest daughter was out of control with respect to
drinkingand family life was very disrrupled. While Dianne's family does not
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fit theabusivecomponent of thechaolicfamily, it best representsthe
emotional distance and disorganizationthat seemed to have markedher teenage
yearsin this family.
Although Dianne wasnot living at home afterhermother's treatmentfor
cancer.one sensesthather relationshipwith her motherafter this time hada
profound effect on her. This relationship seemed to be best symbolized inthe
presentation of the overprotectivefamily. in that Dianneand hermother
experienceda close and perhaps enmeshed relationship. AlthoughDianne
enjoyed a closesness during that time, she felt thatthe relationship was fragile
and in needof protection. One senses that Dianne wouldhave liked to confront
hermother on the loneinessofher childhoodandto discuss with her the many
conflictual emotions she experienced.
These family modelsallow for the unique expression of the identified family
variables which gives thema life andcontext. The reader. and perhaps the
clinician, is able to go beyond the confines of static definitionsof family
relationships to a more dynamic and interactive view. Overprotecnveass,
trlangulatlen, and chronic tenslcn wereconsistently present foreach woman
despiteother configurationsof the family, Theseissuesseem tobemostcentral
to their pressure to exhibit the facade of beingin the perfect family. This
connection will be examinedin greater detail ina latersection.
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Personal Factors :
One is struckby the consistency of each woman's story in thediscussionher
obsessionswith food and body size. In faet they each 'Aed very similar words
to describe the overwhelming compulsion 10binge, and the extremenature of
their obsessionsand eating behaviour. Each emphasized that people who have
not experiencedan eating disorder would not truly understandthese iss ues.
This is particularly significant as Connie has not been formallydiagnosed as
having aneatingdisorder, yet her presentation was very similar to the other
Each woman saw her eatingdisorder as beingsymbolicof a larger emotional
problem. Conniedescribed her bingingepisodes as Mfill ing an insatiable void",
whileConnie and Dianne described binging episode!as a way of coping with
their emotions.All felt thai the eating disorder served to distract them from the
emotionalissue they needed to address.
like most of their mothers. each of thesewomanhave been battling depression
since adolescence. In fact each woman's first search for help wascentred
around treatment of depression. The presenceof depression can be understood
in the context of their unsettled familylives, and yet each womanfelt that her
high personal standards and sense of not having achieved to those standards
wasalso significant.
InTable IV that follows, personal factors identified in the literature are
comparedwith the life experience of each woman.
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Whencomparingthesewomen's storieswith the personalvariables identifiedin
the literature, six of thenine variables werepresentfor all of thewomen. All
of the remaining threevariableswere present for two of the threewomen. Of
particular interest in this discussion are twofactorsnot directly identified in the
literature thatwere expressedbyall of these women. Theyare, a lackof an
internalizedsenseof self, and suicide ideation.
Eachwomanreported feeling "different"and felt shedidnot fit in easily with
others. For Anne andDianne thiswas recognized at a veryearly age. Each
womanreporteda poor senseof self, bothwith respect to self-esteem and
personalidentification. Each feltthat theywere notperfonning to their
potential, andtherewasa quality of selfbetrayalin eachwoman's discussion of
her educationand career. Theirunderachievement in theface of highpersonal
standards wasconfusing for eachof the women.Thisconfusionis embodied in
Connie's statement that she feared successmore than failure.
Thislack of an intemalized senseof selfmayalsobe understoodin both a
familialand socio-eultural context.Eachwomenpresented a senseof
responsibilityfor family life eventsthatwere ultimately outof hercontrol.
Eaehalso felt a need to maintain an external facade that the family wasokay.
Finally each woman expresseda sense of societal pressureabout how a woman
should look. There werestrongexternalpressures on these women which they
sawas having impactedon their perceptionsof themselves.
Of furthersignificance is thateachwomanreportedat least one episode of
suicide ideation, andAnne reported three actual attemptsto commit suicide.
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Thesuicidal thoughtswere seen in the contextof depressionand most
frequentlysurfacedin associationwitha despair in being unable to control the
binging and purgingcycle. Each felt a senseof hopelessness and described
feelingsof; Wit hurt toomuchto go on ", "wishing the pain wouldjust end" and
" wantingtoend it all".
The report of suicideattemptsand suicideideationreflectsthe levelof despair
and detachmentfelt by these women. They each reportedbeingconcernedand
disturbed by thesethoughtsand each went througha time where shequestioned
herown sanity. Ironicallythe depressionand suicidalthoughtsalsoseemed to
helpbreak downtheir denial about their eating problem. It was at this pointof
despair thatall beganto seek help. It wasas if they needed to "hit bottom"
before they could be receptiveto help.
Summary
The process of comparingthese women's life stories. both with each other and
with the variablesin the literature, furtherhighlightshow thesepersonal,
familyand socio-cultural issuesare intricatelyinterwoven.A closer
examinationof the personalfactors revealsthat manyare rooted in familialand
societal issues. Furthermore, some familyvariablescan alsobeconnectedto
socio-culturalexpectations. This apparentinterweavingof variableswill be
explored in greaterdepth in the next section, drawingon the insightsprovided
by this data in light of the concepts identifiedin the literature.
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B. A re-consldera tlon of the data and the knowledge and concepts
drawn from the literature .
The challenge in understanding the developmentalprocessesfor eating
disorders is in moving past the strangeand fascinating behaviour. In many
ways researchers and clinicians have mirrored the dilemmaof the eating
disordered person, in that the eating ritualshave often distracted from the
underlying issues thatneed to be addressed . This discussion attemptsto bring
together the collective wisdom of the existing literature andthe information
provided by thewomen in thisstudy.
Socia-cu lt ural ExpectatIons
Socio-culturalexpectations affect individuals and families, and yet the
intangibility of these factorsoftenmake them hard to identify. Societal
pressures predispose women to be more focusedon body shapeand
attractiveness than men. They are encouraged to bepassive and to defer to the
needs of others. Self-satisfaction is externalized, therefore self--detennination is
exercised throughthecontrol of external events, suchas the control of food.
Theseassociationsare hard to see in theeverydaylivesof people and families.
It is not surprising thenthat the women in this study most strongly connected
societal pressures withthe idealized portrayal of tile woman's body in the
media, and not with the socialization and role expectations (or women. Yet
thesesecondary issueswere evident their stories, they werejust expressed in
more subtle and indirectways.
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One of the consequencesof the socialization to bepassive is that one must find
indirect ways to express personal views andemotions. Furthermoreauthen
suchas Orbach (1986) and Root and her colleagues(1986) maintain that this
type of loss of control contributes10 the developmentof depression.
Depressionand an inability to express emotions wereconsistently identified by
the women in this study as being a significant issue in the development of their
eatingdisorder. Furthermore, twoof the three women indicatedthat their
mothers experienced depressions which interfered with their ability to nurture
their daughters.
A further consequence of this socialization of women is thatthey maybemore
at risk of becoming triangulated in the conflicts of the familyand the marital
relationship. Thedesire and expectation for womento be self·sacrificing means
that even at a young age they may be drawn into conflicts ISa way CJf
preserving the family. Allof the women in this study had been triangulated in
family conflieu and felta responsibility towards maintenanceof thefamily.
Eachof the womenidentified thatthey felt out of control of these life events
and that masteryof eating helped to substitute for (his lackof control.
Finally. societalstructurescontinue to permitviolence in families and women
are more likely to be the victimsin this violence. Furthermore. the recent
literature ( Root. et al, 1968: Oppenheimer. et al, 1985) also points to sexual
victimization in association with eating disorders. None of the women reported
any victimization experiences . howeverone womanidentifiedphysicalabuse
as being present in her home life. She felt this abuse had a profound affecton
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herand was connected to herdevelopment of an eatingdisorder.Whileabuse
maybe seenas a variableof the family,it must alsobe understood inthe
contextof societalstructuresthatplacewomenmoreat risk to be victimized.
Famfly Composition and RelationshIps
The family is a pivotalcomponent in personaldevelopment. It is the place for
nunuranceand caring, and it is alsothe forum for transminlng thevaluesand
beliefsof the cultureandthe family. Parentsbring toa marriagetheirown
familyexperiences and beliefswhichbecomeblendedwith societal
expectations,suchthat eachfamily's life hasa distinctivecharacter.
The family models proposedby Rootand her colleagues(1986)servedas an
excellentmediumthroughwhichto seeboththe common and theunique
aspectsof the familiesdescribedin thisstudy. Throughthe useof this model
the seemingly diverseexperiences beganto reveal a commonthread, without
diminishingthespecific characterof eachfamily. Triangulation,
overprotectiveness,and chronictension emerged notonly as commonissues,
butas a significantpatternin the webof thedevelopmentof theeating
disorder.
The family models also served to emphasize how eachwoman's perception of
her lifeexperiencedifferedfromheractualexperience. Allof the womenfelt a
needto portray the perfectfamily, yet their actual experienceswere more
indicativeof thechaoticor overprotective families. The sourceof thispressure
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to reflecta perfect family may not have onlycome from wilhin the family. bul
mayhavealso beenexperiencedby these women as their family not meetinga
perceived ideal .
Thesewomen were puzzledby Iheir familylife and they continueto search foc
the answers whichwill helpto make senseof the ir experience. Anne remains
hurt by her abusive experiences andthe hYJXX'ri sy of her father. Connie
continuesto seeka closer relationship with her fatherand to understand why he
wasnotable 10 beavailable to themas children. Dianne remainsconflicted
about her relationship withher momer and still seeksan understandingof her
mother's depressions anddistance in their early life, All of thewomen saw
their unresolved emotional Issuesas centredin this familyexperience.
Personal Characteris tics
That these women survivedand developedis a tribute to their strengthas
individuals. It is in this sense that theyare truly unique women. However their
eatingdisorder wasviewedboth by them and by manyof theprofessionals who
treatedthem, as belonging uniquely to them. Th e bizarrenessof their behaviour
and theconsequentshameand guilt attached10the behaviour, causedthese
women tobe veryisolated even within their fam ily and marital relationships.
This isolation nodoubt further reinforcedthe view Ihat they somehow
"deserved" the eatingdisorder.
The previous discussion ofsocio-cultural and fam ily issues reveals thatmanyof
the variables ascribed to theindividual are rooted in the family and ultimately
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in society. In factwhenoneremoves thesefactors such as; sex, high
achievement, depressions, victimization, dieting, obsession, and distortionsof
body perception, one is . ~.1 withthe eatingand purging rituals. Yet even these
ritualshave alsocome tobeunderstood in the context of imposing control over
life events .
Two variables notdirectlyraisedin the literature,but consistent in the
presentation of eachwomen'sstory were, a lack ofinternalized senseof self
and suicide ideation. Theseweretwopivotal issues for eachof the women in
the emergence of the eatingdisorder.
The lackof senseof self wasin many wayssymbolicof howout of control
thesewomen felt in their lives. Thejourneyto self-discovery wasperhaps the
most painful partof their search for help. This is embodied in Connie's story as
she is still very much strugglingwithhereating rituals.Hersearch for a sense
of selfcontinuesto be a difficultandbewildering process. Her intelligence and
abilityto be introspectiveperhapsonly addto this confusion as she, andno
doubt others, findit difficult to understandwhy sheshould bestrugglingat all.
Through each woman's storythere wasa overwhelming sense of loneliness and
isolation. Their family lives, thesenseof opportunities missed, the uncertainty
about who they were andwhat they wanted,combinedto create"an insatiable
void" intheir lives. While their eatingdisorder came to be seen by others as
desperate, their despair wassomehowmissed. Onesenses that no oneknew of
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their suicide ideation or howdifficult livinghad becomefor them. Anne',
younger sister wasawareof her attempt to overdose, but both werepowerless
to seekhelpas thiswouldmeanadmitting theirfamilyhad a problem.
Summary
For all of these women,leaving homeprovokeda crisis whichbroughtthem in
contactwithtreatmentsystems. They also feltthat their highpersonal
expectations, and their consequent disappointmentwiththeir families "fuelled"
theireatingdi sorders. Allof the women also felt a responsibility andan
inabilitytocontrol the conflicts which occurred in their homes. Eachof these
processesfirst appearto be only connectedonly to the family;however the
discussionin thissectionalso revealed connections with socio-cultural
expectations. This reinforcesthe initial assertion fromthe reviewof the
literature that the constellation of factorsshould be viewedas a set of "nested
structures,like a set of Rus ian dolls" (Broffenbrenner, 1979).
The crisison leaving home was symbolic of the poor internalized senseof self
expressedby thesewomen. Their senseof self was determinedin relation to
others in the famityand thustheir frame of reference for selfno longer existed
once they left home.Thisconceptualizationof the roleof theeatingdisordered
person is represented in the literature as anoverprotective stancewithin the
family. While their senseof self isrooted inperceived familyexpectations, it
alsoconnectswithsocietal expectationsfor women 10both act andappearin
idealized ways.
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The women in this study felt that their perfectlonistic tendenciescombinedwith
the lackof outletsfor emotional expression, createdresentments and
dissatisfaction that in turn, "fuelled"thcir eating disorder. While thesequalities
are clearlyexpressedby the individual, theperfectionismand inabilityto
expressemotions, are rooted inboth theuniquedynamics of the familyand the
societalpressureson women.
Finally, the eating disorder is also seen as symbolic of the women's struggle to
galn mastery overher life. In both the literature and in the livesof the women
in thisstudy, the struggle 10control life events is seenas central to the
emergence of an eatingdisorder. Triangulation in familyconflicts, an
overprctecnveness which led to the portrayal of Ihe"perfect" family, and the
chronic tension experiencedby ultimately being out of control of theseevents,
are seen as thesignificant contributingfactors.Whilethese issues are clearly
the experience of the family, theymustbealso understood in a societalcontext
wherewomenare prescribed to be nurturingand self-sacrificing.
These assertions are not meant to diminish the uniquenessof the individual.We
are all differentby the very nature of biologyandthe uniquecombination of
our parents' genetic fabric. Rather this is an attempt 10broaden the view of the
developmental processes for eating disorders andto challenge our fascination
with the strange eating behaviours. In thiscontextthe depres ion, suicidal
thoughts, and bizarre eating habits experienced by the eatingdisorderedperson,
cometo be seenas not centered in the individual, but in the context of family
societalpressures.
lIS
This context broadenstheviewof the origins of theproblemand alsoallows
for a greater spanof intervention strategies. Thesestrategieswill exploredin
the following section.
C. Examination of the Issues for social work practice:
Each womanin this studyexpressed frustration and despair in her struggleto
becomewell. Allof the women felt that their eatingdisorder was not
understood by theprofessionals they met.Each woman therefore feltthat
professionalsneeded to better inform themselves about the symptoms and
treatment interventions foreatingdisorders. Dianneparticularly felt thather
professional contacts onlyincreasedher sense of frustrationand helplessness.
Connie, wbilesatisfiedwith the treatmentreceived by her doctors, hadsome
demoralizing experiencesin emergency treatment, In many ways thesewomen
progressedin spiteof the treatment systems, rather than becauseof them.
The previousanalysis alsoposesa challengeto the social workprofession to
provideintervention strategiesthat movebeyondthebehaviourof the
individual. The profession's orientationof viewingthepersonin thecontext of
a familyanda community, means that it is uniquelyequippedto meet this
challenge. Yet two social workers who referred participants for thisstudy, had
not beeninvolved in the treatment of their client's eatingdisorder. Rather, their
treatment was focusedonemotional, marital, and familyissues. However one
social workerexpressed concern thatshe wasnot professionally equippedto
directlyaddressthe eatingbehaviour. Her clientsoughttbis treatment through a
psychiatrist.
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Thereis tremendous shameandguilt experienced abouttheeatingbehaviour.
Consequentlythere is a high degree of denial andsecrecywhich makes
identification of theeatingdisorderdifficult. It appearedthat for thewomen in
thisstudy theprompting of relativesservedto lead to questions about the eating
disorders. Anne's husband first raisedthequestionof bulimia,Dianne's sister
sent her reading material on anorexia and Connie's colleagues began
whispering "anorexia". All of the womenhad immediately dismissed any such
possibility,but werelater able to see that thesequestions matched someof their
own unspoken misgivings.
Theprevalence of depression in this population, was confirmed by the
experiences of the women in this study. This meansthatthe professional Is
morelikely to first be referreda womanwho is seeking helpfor depression.
For the women in thisstudy their e. ':ng disorder emergedas either a secondary
problem, or was seenas connectedto the depressive symptoms. For Dianne
thiswasa frustrating connection, as she felt the symptoms of her eating
disorder wereignored.
Alcohol abusewas identified in the literatureas presentin eating disordered
families. Howeverfor the women in this study it impacted on their lives in a
more significant waythan is imparted by the literature. Alcohol abuse was seen
asa major contributor to the disruptionof their homelives.For Anne and
Connie, it seemed tointerfere with the ability of their fathersto be stable or
nurturing figures. Dianne felt through her treatmentexperiences that she too
had a drinking problem. She felt in retrospect that alcohol use exacerbatedher
eatingobsessions.
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Societalpressures and expectations for women appeared to connect to manyof
the issuesseenas significant in the development of eating disorders. Of interest
is the fact thatthe womenin this study who weremost impacted by the media
portrayal of womenhadbeen overweight as adolescents. They also came from
family backgrounds where weight control had beena problem. It appears that
overweightwomen may be more susceptible to theseexternalpressuresand
more likely to have well established dieting ritualsbefore theonset of the eating
disorder.
Each woman felt that they needed two levels of treatment, one that specifically
addressed the eating behaviour. and another that examinedthe underlying
emotional issues.Too often treatmentapproachesthey had experiencedhad not
directly addressed the eating behaviour and this led to an increased sense of
hopelessness.
Anne and Dianne felt that (he self-help mechanism, particularly through
Overeater's Anonymous. was an essential componentto treatment. Each felt
the guilt and secrecysheexperiencedcouldonly beovercomein a milieu
where there is complete underslanding. They also felt that this was theonly
place where they could receive the support they needed to give up their binging
and purging behaviour.
This may also be reinforcedby Connie's experience. She feels she needs more
help in controlling her eating behaviour. and feels great despair that she will
not beable to bring them under control. She feels guilty aboutimposing on
others for support, yet feels that she needs more direct help if she is gong to
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conquer the binging and purging behaviour. To date her psychiatrist hasnot
supported involvement in Overeater's Anonymous, and while Connie did attend
one meetingshe fell theprogram was not for her.
Each woman felt that social workers could be most helpful in dealing with the
emotionalissues stemming from family and marital life. The challenge for the
socialwork profession will be to frame treatment interventions to include the
broaderview of this problem.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Anorexia and bulimianervosa are multi-determinedconditions. The literature
points to three constellations of factorsas significant in the emergenceof eating
disorders. These are: socio-cultural norms and expectations, family
composition and relationships, and personalcharacteristics. It was felt that
these factors are consistentwith the social work perspective in its focuson the
individualin thecontextof a familyand community.
This studyexplores threewomen's experiences with the emergence and
treatment of an eating disorder. A qualitative methodwas chosen as most of tlle
published literature on eatingdisorders is quantitative.or presented from the
clinician's perspective. II was felt that studying the client's subjective reality ,
while inherently biased, offers a unique opportunity for social workers to gain
insight Into the client's view of her situation. This informationis fundamental
to the social work profession's premise of starting "where theclient is" and
provides a rich base for meaningful intervention.
The study examines, through the mediumof in-depth personalhistories, the life
and treatment experiencesof women who had been diagnosedas having
anorexia nervcsa, bulimia nervosa, or both. It wasdecided to study an
exclusively female population because the literature was built mainly on the
experiences of women. Participants were located through local private
practitioners using a snowball technique. Interviews were conducted by the
researcher using a non-scheduledinterview format, which focusedon allowing
each womanto tell her life story.
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Datacollation wasconductedby the researcherin order to facilitatelater
analysis. Dataanalysiswasconducted on threelevels: (a) a discussion of the
commonalities anddifferences betweeneach woman's story, and the concep ts
identifiedin the literature,(b) a discussion of the insights providedby the data
anda re-ccnsideraucn of theconceptsand knowledgedrawn from the
literature, and (c)an examination of the implications of these results for social
work practice.
The comparisonof each woman's story revealeda high degree of consistency.
This was particularly evidentin the descriptionsof their obsession with food
and body shape, and in their view of eating disorders as distracting from more
deep-seatedemotional problems.
The examinationof the participant's responses in relation to thevariables
presented in the literature. alsorevealed a significant degree of consistency.
Onedeviationwasevident in the presentation of socio-cultural issues. While
theparticipants fell that they did experience a loss of control in their lives, they
did not attribute this to soclo-cuttural pressures. Most saw this asa reflectionof
personaland family pressures.
Therewasa lowerdegreeof internalconsistency with respectto family
variables as only three of the nine variables werepresentfor all women.
However threeof the five family relationship variables ( overprotectiveness,
triangulation and chronic tension) werepresent for all three participants.
The familymodels proposed by Rootand her colleagues (1986) were seenas an
effective tool for analyzing familyrelationships. Two families were seen as
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primarily chaotic, whilethe third wasseenas overprotective. One participant
wasgivena secondaryfamily model assignment, as therehad beensignificant
changesin her familylife. Allof the women experienced a pressureto present
the facadeofa "perfect" family. while the internal family experiences were
different.
The analysisalso revealed twoconsistent issueswhich were notdirectlyraised
in the literature. Thesewere: (a) a lackof internalizedsenseof self, and (b)
prevalenceof suicideideation.
lmpltcatlcns for Social Work Practice
This studyrevealeda greatdeal of frustration with health care professionals.
The womeninterviewed progressed more in spiteof theprofessionalhelp they
received, thanbecauseof it. All felt that professionalsneeded to bebetter
informedabouteatingdisorders. Two of the threewomen felt stronglythat a
self-help component was essential to treatment. Each felt that socialworkers
couldbe mosthelpfulby addressing theemotionalconcernsunderlying their
eatingdisorder. Bybeingsensitive to the underlying emotional issues, social
workers may alsobe effective in initiatingearly intervention.
The secrecy, shame, and guilt,coupledwith the maskedpresentationin
depression makethis populationdifficult to identify, particularlyif weightloss
is not an issue.Socialworkers concernedabout early intervention with this
population mustbe sensitiveto theothermore subtle signs, suchas concern
withbodyshape, overexercise, an overconcern about fo- j, and perfectionism.
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Alcohol abuse waspresent in all of the familiesand wasseen as a signirlcant
part of the family disruption. Social workers in their lntervenuoe with alcoholic
families will need to beaware of this associationand may need to moreactively
screen for eatingdisorders in thechildren.
These women all sought medicaltreatment for the physicalside effects of their
eating behaviour, such as low bloodpressure and fatigue in over-exercising,
and severe weight loss. However their eating disorder was either not identified
or not explored during this contact. In fact Connie and Anne were instructed to
give up the over-exercise, whichled each seek 10 replace the over-exercise with
equally self-injurious behaviours. as their binging continued. Anne chose
self-inducedvomiting. Connie ended up seeking treatment throughemergency
departments as she was unable to induce vomiting.
This further reinforcesthe need for professionals to be sensitive to the subtle
cues that may indicatea larger problem. Since exercise and fitness are viewed
as healthy, it is often difficult to view exercise as potentiallydestructive and
self-injurious.
Eating disorders are seen to representand perhaps distract from more
deep-rooted emotional problems. All of the women felt that these problems
were centred in their families. Blch womanfelt that they neededtwo levels of
treatment, one that specifk 111y addressedthe eating behaviour, and another that
examined the underlying emotional issues. Too often treatment approaches they
had experiencedhad not directly addressed the eating behaviour and this led to
an increased sense of hopelessness.
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Anneand Connie felt strongly that professionals should supportuseof self-help
groups such as Overeater' s Anonymous. Each foundthat she experienced true
understanding in the milieu of others whohad been through the same problems.
The eating behavioursappear takeon a life of their own that requires
treatment, in additionto the underlying emotional problems. All of the women
felt that theyneeded the very activesupportprovided by the self-helpgroup in
order to give up their eating rituals. This supportcame from having a sponsor
who is available twenty-four (24)hours a day.
The women also felt that they haddifficulty with emotional expression, which
impacted on their ability to formclose relationships. Connie and Dianne
reported being very controlled in relationships and fearedabandonment.
Dianne's first marriage ended indivorce when the relationship couldnot
withstand the turmoilof her search for help. Connie is presently in martial
therapy and concerned about theimpact of her eatingdisorder on her
relationship with her husband.
Recommendat ions for Further Research
This study providesa rich base of information that may be followedin both
quantitative and qualitative research methods. Certainly the participants in this
study felt that there was room for more research and knowledge,particularly
from the client's perspective.
It would be helpful to understand the prevalenceof eating disorders in Canada
and Newfoundland. To date these numbersare not available. It wouldalso be
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importantto do more longitudinal studies to determinethe proportion of
sub-clinicaleatingdisorderedindividuals who later developclinicaldiagnosis,
and to determineif thereare distinguishing factors for this group.
Socio-cultural factorsrequirea morein-depthanalysisas theyappearto
permeateall aspectsof theseconditions.Thesewomenfelt they werestrongly
impacted by media portrayalof an idealizedbody shape. Theyhowever did not
report that issuesof lossof control, and deferral of control to others, as centred
in societalvalues.Thesefactorswere mainlyseenas reflectiveof their family
lives and whothey wereas individualswithinthat familystructure.
It will alsobe significantto studya groupof men to understandthe unique
aspectsof their conditions,as wellas to further explore the impact of
socio-cullural norms.
Family relationship issuesneed tobe examinedin a morecontrolledway,
perhaps using the familymodelsprescntedby Rootand her colleagues(1986)
as a frameworkfor examiningfamily relationshipvariables.One wondershow
the storiesof parentsandsiblingswoulddiffer from the perspectiveof the
individual withan eatingdisorder, and howthese perceptions would compare
to clinicalobservations.
Connectedto this, is a need to exploretreatmentmethods, particularly for
social workers. It is clear that family and socio-cultural issueswillbeof
particular interestto the social workprofession.Investigation of familyissues
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maybedirected towards the efficacyof family intervention approaches. While
socio-culturalpressures may beaddressedthrough an examination of
prevention strategies, such as publiceducation programs.
Umltations
These implications and recommendations must be viewedin thecontextof the
limitations inherent in this study. The qualitative approach, while providing
rich.information. presentsonly the subjective view of the individual
participants. The stories renect the collective memories of the women
interviewedand the information may be incomplete or perceptionsinfluenced
by the passage of time.
The small number in the sample population and the methodused for locating
thesample, further limit the generalizabitity of this data.
The non-scheduled fonnat for datacollection, while allowing expression of
subjective reality, was open for bias in interpretation by the researcher.
Furthermore the dataanalysisprocessrelied on thejudgementsof the
researcherand while there wereobjective criteria used to facilitateanalysis, the
possibility of researcher influence remained.
These limitations not withstanding, there is a wealth of data providedby this
study which can beused 10both inform social work practice, and to highlight
future research needs.
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APPENDIX A
Introductory letter and consent
form
Deat _
Ms.BeverleyAntle is a graduate student in the School of SocialWork at
Memorial University in Newfoundland. Shehas approached us forassistance
with her research project which is part of the requirements for her Master's
degree. She is interestedin studying anorexianervosa and bulimia from the
client'sperspective.
Ms. Antlewillbe interviewing a total of four women. Weare approachingyou
regardingthis research because we thought you would be interested in this
project. We have enclosed a brief outline of the goals of the research and what
would be involved should you choose 10participate.
You are under no obligationsto participate in this study. If you choose to not to
be referred, simply let our staffmember know whenhe/shecalls.
Thank-you.
Sincerel y,
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Outline of Research Goals and M ethods for Potential
Participants
This isan exploratorystudy of therelationship between social, familyand
personalexperiences andthe developmentof an eatingdisordet , The study is
focusedtowardsthe clients' perceptions of their life experiences and the
development of an eatingdisorder, as wellas the clients' feelings towardspast
treatment experiences.
This research is intendedto improvesocialworkstrategies for treatment,
througha greater insight into the feelings, attitudes, and experiences of the
client. Emphasis will begiven to developing strategiesfor early inter .... Jon.
This information will beobtained throughpersonal interviews.Ms. Antlewill
first contactanyonewhohas expressed an interestin participating and arrange
for a meeting. Thiswillallow participants toactually meetBeverley, as she
will beconducting all of the interviews, beforemaking a finaldecisionabout
participating. Anyone whois interested willbe askedto signa consent fonn in
order to participate.
Some risks related to this researchapproach havebeen identified. Previous
studiesshowthatone of the major risks associated with this kind of study
relatesto problems of ensuring that participants r.annot be identified in the
writtenreportof the research. Ms. Antle willbe preparingthe results of this
studyso thatpersonalidentifying information will notbe included, and so that
personalcomments cannotbe attributed to a particular individual.
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A second potential risk is that participants' may find they report more
information during the interviewingprocess then they had originally intended.
Participants may also re-experience unexpectedfeelings and emotions in
retation to past events or behaviours. It is felt that both of these risks can be
reduced by presenting participants with this information prior to the study.
There may also be benefits for participants in this research. They mayderive a
secondary therapeuticbenefit throughbeingable to relate their life story. In
addition, participants may experience a senseof satisfaction in contributing to
professional research and treatment directions.
Ms. Antle will beavailable in the initial meeting to review the study in greater
detail and to further discuss the potential benefits and risks of this research.
The study will cons ist of two parts :
1. an initial interview that wili be audio-videotape recorded. Beverley will not
be following a strict questionnaire and thereforeemphasis will be placed on
participants being able to tell their life story. lf participants wish, they will
be given a copyof the audio-video tape for their review before the final
interview.
2 • a second "review" interview willbe held to clarify any infonnation given in
the first interview and to answerany questionsor concerns. This interview
will be approximately one to oneand a half hours.
The timingand numberof interviews may be re-negotiatedprior to the first
interview.
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All informationwill remain confidential. In the final report. all personal
informationwill bewritten so that individuals may not beidentified. Upon
acceptanceof the thesis by Memorial Unversity of Newfoundland, the
audio-video tapes and any written transcriptswill bedestroyed. The thesis will
beavailable in the School of Social Work and the Queen Elizabeth Library at
Memorial University.
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Consent to Participate in Research
In signingbelowI acknowledge that I have readand understandthe following
informationregarding this research.
1. The purposeof this studyis to gaina greater understanding of anorexia
nervosaandbulimia nervosa fromthe client' s perspective.
2. Beverley Antle, the primary researcher. is a professional socialworkerand
this study will serve as part of the requirements for her Masterof Social
Work Degree.
3. The resultsof this studywill be kept confidential and will bereportedin a
way that the womeninvolved will not be identifiable. Uponacceptanceof
the thesis by Memorial University of Newfoundland, the audio-video tapes
and any written transcriptions willbe destroyedby the researcher. The
thesisdocumentwill be en file in the School of SocialWorkand the Queen
ElizabethLibraryat Memorial University.
4. The risksand benefits associated with participating in this projecthave been
satisfactorily describedby the researcher. both verbally and in writing.
5. Participation in this study is completely voluntary and 1 may withdraw at
any time. Furthermore, the choice to participatewill not affect in any way
my relationship with the referring person andlor agency.
6. In agreeing to participatein this study, I will beavailable for two
interviews. The first interview will be a approximately threehours and may
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bebroken downinto two interviews. The second interview willbe
approximately 1-11/2 hours. The firstinterview willbe audio-videotape
recorded. I willbe providedwith a copy of the tapeand mayprovide
feedbackandclarification to the researcher.
Signature' Date _
Witness Date _
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE
PERSONAL
- demographics
- high achievement
- depression
- victimization
INTERVIEW GUIDE
SELF·CONCEPT
<influential factors
• previousgoals/now
· folearED
- now vs then
FAMILYSOCIO-CULTURAL
-socio-econcmlc status
-history of affective,addictive
- depressive, andeatingdisorders
- enmeshment
- overprotection
- triangulation
• chronictension
EATINGHABITS
- dieting
- fear of over-eating
- ritualization
- hinging/purging
~ food obsession
BODY- CONCEPT
- perception of size
- perceptionof hunger
- influenceof bodysize
• fear of fat
TREATMENT EXPERIENCES
<actual
- most/leasthelpful
- family reaction
- sources of support
- comments for SW
• shape/thinness
• publisheddiets
- locusof control
RETROSPECTIVE
• personaltheories
• earlysigns
-changessinceED
• suggestions for SW
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